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Founded in 1925 under the name of “Alluminio Paderno”, the 
company specialized in the production of aluminum pots and 
pans for the household. Today, Paderno is a leading international 
brand in the manufacture and sale of professional cookware 
and kitchenware for the foodservice industry, as well as for  
home chefs.

1997 saw the setup of Sambonet Paderno Industrie S.p.A., 
following the acquisition of Sambonet by Paderno s.r.l.. Since the 
mid-nineteenth century, Sambonet has been a standard-bearer 
for Italian excellence throughout the world, producing flatware 
and holloware in silver-plated and stainless steel, from a classic 
to a modern and design-driven style. 

In 2001, Paderno and Sambonet arrived in Orfengo (Novara), 25 
miles outside Milan, where the headquarters of the group were 
set up in a new and modern plant designed by architect Enrico 
Frigerio. This facility houses not only the factory, the warehouse 
and a modern laboratory, but also the showroom, the outlet store 
and a recreation area for staff. 

In 2007, Paderno USA acquired World Cuisine assets, a California 
Corporation, to accelerate its presence and distribution in the 
USA and is now doing business as Paderno World Cuisine. 

In 2009, the acquisition of the prestigious German company 
Rosenthal permitted Sambonet Paderno Industrie S.p.A. to 
enhance its brand portfolio (Sambonet, Paderno and Arthur 
Krupp) with the addition of leading names in the porcelain sector, 
such as Rosenthal, Thomas and Hutschenreuther. The Italian 
group now plays a leading role in the production of top-quality 
items for the tabletop and the kitchen, aimed at covering all the 
needs required by the market.

Paderno products are distributed through specialized distributors 
in all segments of the food industry, as well as the retail industry. 
The company’s 95-year history and its worldwide presence makes 
Paderno an indispensable international benchmark for the 
culinary world. A remarkable range of complementary articles, 
carefully selected and crafted by highly qualified companies, 
completes the Paderno produced collection.

FACTORY 
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Made in Italy



CONTACTS 

Rosenthal Sambonet USA
DBA Paderno World Cuisine
685 State Route 10 - Randolph, NJ 07869 U.S.A.
Phone: (201) 804-8000
Fax: (201) 842-9195 
www.paderno.it
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art. Width Length Lbs
42904-01 ⅜” 6¼” 0.1

Culinary Tweezers, Straight, Stainless Steel
art. Width Length Lbs
42904-02 ⅜” 6¼” 0.1

Culinary Tweezers, Offset, Stainless Steel

Practical and easy to handle, culinary tweezers can often take the place of  
standard cooking tools, and are the perfect instrument for plating or decorating. 
The thin and precise tips can easily grasp food and can handle delicate items  
without causing damage.

These offset culinary tweezers are the perfect instrument for plating or decorating, 
as the curve makes handling food easier. The thin and precise tips can easily 
grasp food and can handle delicate items without causing damage.

art. Width Length Lbs
42904-03 ½” 5⅞” 0.1

Culinary Tweezers, Curved Tip, Stainless Steel
art. Width Length Oz Lbs
A4150514 1” 6⅝” 1¼ 0.07

Plating Spoon, Stainless Steel

These culinary tweezers are the ideal instrument for plating or decorating  
elaborate dishes. The crisscrossed opening ensures a stronger grip on smaller 
foods, and the bent tip can easily grasp and handle delicate items without 
causing damage.

This specialty spoon was designed specifically for finishing plates with sauces 
just prior to serving. Made of stainless steel, the spoon features a deep bowl 
and lipped end that easily directs sauce into beautiful designs for the elegant 
presentation of appetizers, entrees and desserts. Holds approximately 1¼ ozs 
per spoonful. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Length Lbs 
12928-25 10” 0.2 
12928-30 11⅞” 0.3 
12928-35 13¾” 0.3 
12928-40 15¾” 0.4 
12928-45 17¾” 0.6 
12928-50 19⅝” 0.7 
12928-55 21⅝” 0.9 
12928-60 23⅝” 1.1

Whisk 8 Wires, Stainless Steel

This whisk has an ergonomic, comfortable grip. Its angular handle is made of composite polymer. It is watertight, heat-resistant up to 570° Fahrenheit and its top is lipped 
for easy resting. The wires are made of 18/10 stainless steel, resist extreme tension up to 175 Lbs and won’t twist under pressure.

art. Length Lbs 
12929-25 10” 0.3 
12929-30 11⅞” 0.4 
12929-35 13¾” 0.5 
12929-40 15¾” 0.5 
12929-45 17¾” 0.6

Whisk 11 Wires, Stainless Steel

N
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Paderno has created a professional cutlery line based on a  
thorough analysis of the  problems that are encountered by  
professional chefs. The form and functionality of the patented  
ergonomic handle, along with a state-of-the-art handle/blade  
balance enable effortless cutting and provide the utmost safety.  
Flawless cut, lightness, handiness, hygiene and reliability are 
the winning features of Paderno’s cutlery. Paderno offers its  
customers other professional items that enhance an already 
vast range of cutlery products, such as scissors and poultry 

shears.  In-depth studies and computerized tests of ergonomics,  
movement and posture allowed Paderno to create a professional 
line of knives that is the synthesis of comfort and cutting  
precision.  The handle is resistant, non-slip, made of inert plastic 
material and composed of stainless steel inserts. The forged 
blade is constructed of a special steel and carbon alloy and 
undergoes a hardening process, which ensures a perfect cut and 
extends the life of the blade.

Cutlery

TOOLS AND UTENSILS
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art. Length Lbs
18000-16 6¼” 0.3
18000-20 7⅞” 0.4
18000-23 9” 0.5
18000-26 10¼” 0.6
18000-30 12” 0.8
18000-36 14¼” 0.9

Chef’s Knife, Polypropylene Handle
N

art. Length Lbs
18006-30 12” 0.5
18006-36 14¼” 0.6

Slicer, Polypropylene Handle
N

This line of professional cutlery by Paderno includes an assortment designed to accommodate a chef’s daily needs. It includes 
essential pieces that facilitate any task, whether it’s chopping vegetables or torting a cake. The stamped blades are made of steel 
that is ice-hardened, which gives them exceptional hardness, high-resistance to corrosion, and razor-sharp edges, while the 
polypropylene handles feature a non-slip finish and an ergonomic design for added comfort during use. Not dishwasher-safe.
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Cutlery

art. Length Lbs
18029-30 12” 0.4
18029-36 14¼” 0.5

Baker’s Knife, Polypropylene Handle
N

art. Length Lbs
18028-25 9⅞” 0.4

Bread Knife, Polypropylene Handle
N

art. Length Lbs
18030-26 10¼” 0.5

Cake Knife, Polypropylene Handle
N

art. Length Lbs
18016-14 5½” 0.2
18016-16 6¼” 0.2

Boning Knife, Stiff, Polypropylene Handle
N

art. Length Lbs
18024-08 3⅛” 0.1
18024-11 4¼” 0.1

Paring Knife, Polypropylene Handle
N

art. Length Lbs 
18203-26 10¼” 0.3

Offset Cheese KnifeTwo-Handled Cheese Knife
art. Length Lbs 
18201-36 14⅛” 1.4

art. Length Lbs 
18222-18 7⅛” 1.3

Japanese “Santoku” KnifePie Pan Knife
art. Length Lbs 
18215-13 5¼” 0.3
18215-21 8½” 0.3 The Santoku knife is a general-purpose kitchen knife with a flat edge and a  

sheepsfoot blade that curves at an angle approaching 60 degrees at the point. 
The top of the Santoku’s handle is in line with the top of the blade. The word 
Santoku loosely translates to ‘three virtues’ or ‘three uses’, a reference to the three 
cutting tasks the knife performs well: slicing, dicing and mincing. The Santoku’s 
blade and handle are designed to work in harmony by matching the blade’s 
width/weight to the weight of blade tang and handle.
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Herb Shears
art. Length Lb 
18277-00 7¾” 0.24

Herb shears are an ideal way to chop, cut or mince fresh herbs neatly and quickly 
to add to dishes, or for garnishes. Made up of five stainless steel blades, the 
handles offer a comfortable grip and added control. Dishwasher-safe.

These specialty shears were designed to break through raw quail eggs, which 
have a thick interior skin that makes them difficult to crack. To use, simply open 
the shears and insert the egg's narrow top through the round opening. As the 
shears are closed, the pointed end will pierce through the egg and remove the 
top. Not dishwasher-safe.

art. Length Lbs 
18279-14 5⅝” 0.1

Quail Egg CutterSalad Scissors
art. Length Lb 
18270-22 8¾” 0.4

N N

Not just for chopped salads, these curved shears are perfect for quick food 
prep. The double-blades have micro-serrations that don't need sharpening and 
help cut through most vegetables without the need to peel them, while the 
Santoprene grips offer a comfortable and secure hold. The shears also offer a 
locking mechanism for safe-storage. Not dishwasher-safe.
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art. Length Lbs
18236-30 11⅞” 1.2  

Oval Sharpening SteelRound Sharpening Steel
art. Length Lbs 
18235-26 10¼” 1  
This steel reshapes and realigns the edges of the blade. It has a medium grit, is 
round in shape and has a black plastic handle.

The oval sharpening steel is popular with butchers as the oval shape allows for a 
broader surface to be sharpened.

N
Diamond Sharpening Steel
art. Length Lbs 
18237-26 12” 1  

Knife Sharpener
art. Length Lbs 
18255-00 10” 2.1  
While sharpening knives, maintaining the right angle usually requires some effort 
and a fair amount of practice. This manual sharpener solves it all by providing a 
preset angle for flawless and effortless sharpening.

Unlike a standard steel, which hones by realigning a blade's edge, a diamond 
sharpening steel gives knives a brand new edge by grinding away some of 
its metal. It can be used to sharpen knives with severely blunt edges, or to 
repair small chips in a blade. Not recommended for regular maintenance. 
Not dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs grit
18251-01 2¾” 8¼” 1⅛” 0.8 240/1000

Dual-Sided Sharpening Stone, CoarseDual-Sided Sharpening Stone, Fine
art. Width Length Ht. Lbs grit
18251-02 2¾” 8¼” 1⅛” 0.8 600/1000
Made of silicone carbide, this dual-sided whetstone is ideal for regular upkeep on 
knives. Unlike a coarse stone, the finer grit sharpens a knife’s edge by realigning it 
on a microscopic level without removing any metal, making it perfect for constant 
use. Use the smooth, white side for final honing. Not for use on ceramic or 
serrated blades.

This dual-sided sharpening stone was designed to refurbish dull, unusable knives, 
or to repair blades with small nicks. The dark, abrasive side removes small bits of 
metal to create a brand new edge at any desired angle, and the second side is 
used to finish sharpening the blade for a smooth finish. Made of silicone carbide.

art. Dia Lbs 
42523-00 2¾” 2.2  

Salami Pricker 

After sausage casings are stuffed with meat, air pockets often form and can  
eventually fill with grease. This standard butcher shop tool eliminates these air  
pockets by making piercings that allow the release of oil, helping to avoid lumps 
and unevenness in the finished product.

art. Length Lbs
48032-30 11⅞” 0.7 
48032-45 17¾” 0.9 
48032-60 23⅝” 1.2

Magnetic Knife Rack
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Milling
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art. Dia Ht. Lbs
A3002142 4”  4” 0.7

Hamburger Mold, Aluminum/Stainless SteelFruit and Vegetable Press, Stainless Steel
art. Dia Ht. Lt. Lb 
A7003500  5½” 4”  3 6.0

N N

This press was designed to extract liquid from solids using a ratchet-style system. 
Made of stainless steel, it can be used with foods such as tomatoes, olives, berries 
and grapes in order to make sauces, juice, liqueurs, and even small batches of 
olive oil. The press is simple to operate and works by turning the handle clockwise 
or counter-clockwise to raise and lower the plate. Line the inner basket with 
cheesecloth for best results when pressing items with extra-fine seeds. While 
olives can be pressed, they may need to be crushed for proper olive oil extraction 
to take place. Painted base is made of steel. Not dishwasher-safe.

This two-piece press quickly packs ground meats into perfectly-shaped patties that 
won't break apart while cooking. The base is made of stainless steel, while the 
spring-loaded plunger-style top is made of heavy-duty cast aluminum that pushes 
down evenly for consistent results. Not limited to standard beef hamburgers, 
the press is also perfect for making burgers from poultry, game and vegetarian 
fillings, plus stuffed burgers, sausage patties for breakfast sandwiches, and more. 
Makes patties that measure up to Dia 3⅝” x Ht. ⅝”. Handwash aluminum press.

The food mill is used to purée cooked fruits and 
vegetables. By placing them in the mill and turning 
the crank, the semi-circular blade oversweeps, 
compresses and scrapes food. The bar that straddles 
the container applies constant pressure against the 
cutting plate and crushes the food, while retaining 
seeds, skin, and fibers. The food mill comes with 
three cutting plates allowing for a variety of 
textures. These interchangeable cutting plates have 
perforations of either 1/16”, 3/32” or 3/8” (1.5 mm, 2.5 
mm or 5 mm). The mill’s output is approximately 
3lbs per minute and fits best on receptacles with a 
minimum diameter of 7”.

art. Dia Ht Lbs
A4257032 13”  5½”  3.2

Food Mill, Stainless Steel
N

This stainless steel potato ricer compresses and turns cooked, peeled vegetables 
into purees. Equipped with 3 discs: fine, medium and coarse. Opening 
dimensions are: 2.4mm/.09in, 4.4mm/.17in and 6.5mm/.25in.

This tomato press separates skin and seeds to only release the juice of the 
tomato pulp. The 8¼”x4” hopper feeds a drum, and when cranked, leavings 
and liquid are directed toward different chutes. The body and moving parts are 
made of stainless steel with removable plastic hoppers. Clamp will fit onto most  
work surfaces.

art. Ht. Lbs 
42576-00  19⅝” 8 

Tomato Juicer, ManualPotato Ricer, Stainless Steel, with 3 Discs
art. Dia Lbs 
42566-03 3⅜”  0.6  
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Made of tinned steel, this 15-quart mill boasts an output of approximately 24 
pounds per minute, making it ideal for any kitchen producing large volumes of 
food. The inner mill diameter is 14" and the assembled height is 31½”. The mill 
includes a ⅛” (3mm) sieve with an overall diameter of 7⅞”. Additional sieves 
are available separately. For best results, use a stock pot with an approximate 
capacity of 50 quarts to catch output. Not dishwasher-safe.

Food Mill, Spare Parts
art. Description Lbs
A42577AB Pair of Holding Springs 0.7
A42577AC Conical Funnel 3.0 
A42577AD Shaft & Scraper 1.2
A42577AE Central Spiral Spring 0.3
A42577AF Splatter Protection Ring 2.0 
A42577AG Straddling Bar 1.0 
42577-99 Handle 1.0
A42577AA Stand Only 20.0

art. Dia Ht Lbs 
42577-39 15”  10” 31.0
42577-90 1/32” perforations 1.8 
42577-91 1/16” perforations 1.8 
42577-92 5/64” perforations 1.8 
42577-93  ⅛” perforations  1.8 
42577-94 5/32” perforations 1.8 

Food Mill, on Stand, with 1/8” sieve 

This tool is used to make coulis from berries. The delicate pressure is ideal for the 
soft fruit and the fine mesh of the strainer is small enough to retain the minute 
seeds. Constructed of heavy-duty stainless steel. Mesh openings are 0.65mm.

Berry Mill, Stainless Steel
art. Dia Ht. Lbs 
A1263820 7⅞” 3½”  1.1

N
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Tools and Utensils
Decorating

This tool set is a must for creating spectacular  
presentations, attractive buffets or innovative plates. 
The tools carve, shape or decorate to  create effects 
from vegetables, fruits, sugar and almond paste.

art. Lbs
48286-01 2.8

Decorating Tool Set, 26 Pieces

This tool set is a must for creating spectacular  
presentations, attractive buffets or innovative plates. 
The tools carve, shape or decorate to  create effects 
from vegetables, fruits, sugar and almond paste.

art. Lbs
48286-13 2.6 

Decorating Tool Set, 22 Pieces

This tool set is a must for creating spectacular  
presentations, attractive buffets or innovative plates. 
The tools carve, shape or decorate to create effects 
from vegetables, fruits, sugar and almond paste.

art. Lbs 
48286-03 1.6 

Decorating Tool Set, 18 Pieces

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs 
A4982130 1¼” 2⅞” 2⅛” 0.28 Small
 1½” 3½” 2⅛” 0.28 Medium
 2” 4⅝” 2⅛” 0.28 Large

Curved Leaf Cutters, Stainless Steel, Set of 3
art. Width Length Ht. Lbs 
A4982131 1⅛” 2⅝” 2⅛” 0.28 Small
 1½” 3½” 2⅛” 0.28 Medium
 2” 4⅝” 2⅛” 0.28 Large

Straight Leaf Cutters, Stainless Steel, Set of 3

This sturdy, stainless steel set is made up of three leaf-shape cutters. They are 
meant for stamping out garnishes from fruits and vegetables, but also have a 
place in any pastry kitchen for fondant and gum paste applications. The set nests 
for easy storage.

This sturdy, stainless steel set is made up of three curved leaf-shape cutters. They 
are meant for stamping out garnishes from fruits and vegetables, but also have 
a place in any pastry kitchen for fondant and gum paste applications. The set 
nests for easy storage.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs 
A4982106 2⅝” 2¼” 0.1

Sauce Cup for Plating Spoon

Specially designed for the Spoon Drop, the ABS plastic sauce holder has a  
cone-shaped interior to hold sauces and a silicone tab to wipe off excess drops 
from the spoon before using. The indicator marks the maximum level at 3/4oz. 
Dishwasher-safe.

This specialty spoon was designed specifically for finishing plates with sauces 
just prior to serving. Made of stainless steel, the spoon features a deep bowl 
and lipped end that easily directs sauce into beautiful designs for the elegant 
presentation of appetizers, entrees and desserts. Holds approximately 1¼ ozs 
per spoonful. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Oz Lbs
A4150514 1” 6⅝” 1¼ 0.07

Plating Spoon, Stainless Steel
N
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art. Dia Lbs 
11929-20 7⅞”  1.0 
11929-24 9½”  1.5

Mesh Bouillon Strainer, Stainless Steel

This double criss-crossed mesh bouillon strainer is a staple in any kitchen. Its extra 
fine mesh will retain all seeds and lumps to create perfect soups, fruit coulis or 
sauces. It is made of stainless steel for durability and dishwasher cleaning and 
comes in two different diameters. Its strength will accommodate work with a 
pestle, when the bouillon strainer rests across a sauce pot.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs 
A1193221 8⅜”  6½”  1.0 

Reinforced Bouillon Strainer, Single Mesh, Stainless Steel

This reinforced, mesh bouillon strainer is a must-have for creating perfect stocks, 
soups, coulis or sauces. It features extra-fine mesh that retains seeds and lumps, 
and is made of stainless steel for durability. Its strength will accommodate work 
with a pestle when rested over a bowl or sauce pot. Dishwasher-safe.

N

art. Dia Lbs 
11932-20 7⅞”  1.2 
11932-24 9½”  1.7

Reinforced Bouillon Strainer, Stainless Steel

This double criss-crossed mesh bouillon strainer is a staple in any kitchen. Its extra 
fine mesh will retain all seeds and lumps to create perfect soups, fruit coulis or 
sauces. It is made of stainless steel for durability and dishwasher cleaning and 
comes in two different diameters. Its strength will accommodate work with a 
pestle, when the bouillon strainer rests across a sauce pot.

These pre-cut cloths were designed to strain the tiniest of particles from 
homemade stocks and broths. Made from unbleached, twisted cotton, the extra-
fine weave filters out bits left behind by vegetables, bone, meats and aromatics 
to deliver beautifully clear liquids. Not limited to stocks, they can additionally be 
used to filter nut milks. Each cloth is hemmed to prevent fraying and can be used 
multiple times. For best results, rinse to clean in warm, running water, and avoid 
using soaps, as these may leave unwanted residue. Pack of 5.

art. Width Length Lbs 
41932-05 28”  34” 1.1 

Bouillon Cloth, Cotton, Set of 5
N

This fine-mesh strainer has endless uses, from steeping tea leaves and rinsing 
foods, such as rice, quinoa and berries, to straining stocks and custard bases. It 
features a conical shape that is excellent for filtering into deep containers, plus a 
long handle and looped top that allow the strainer to rest over cups, bowls and 
pots. Made of rust-resistant stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs 
41931-14 5”  3⅛”  0.3 
41931-16 5⅞”  3¾” 0.4
41931-18 7”  3⅞”  0.4

Conical Strainer, Stainless Steel
N

This fine mesh tea strainer works in seconds. Durable and easy to clean, it is 
made of stainless steel.

art. Dia Lbs 
41931-08 3⅛”  0.1 

Tea Strainer, Stainless Steel
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art. Dia Length Lbs 
18324-10 4”  9½” 0.3 

Pizza Wheel, Stainless Steel, Polypropylene HandlePizza Wheel, Stainless Steel
art. Dia Length Lbs 
48278-33 2⅝”  8¼” 0.2 

art. Length Lbs 
18276-00 10” 0.6 

Offset Pizza Scissors, Stainless SteelPizza Cutter, Stainless Steel, Polypropylene Handle
art. Width Length Lbs 
18324-00 4”  5” 0.2 

art. Dia Lbs 
42826-32 12½”  1.4 
42826-37 14½”  1.5

Aluminum Pizza Peel, Short HandlePizza Lifter, Stainless Steel, Polypropylene Handle
art. Width Length Lbs 
18302-02 7⅛”  8⅝” 1.3 

Pizza Rocker, Stainless Steel
art. Width Length Lbs 
A200627 3⅞” 15¾” 1.0 

N

Built from a single piece of durable stainless steel, the long, curved blade of this 
knife will easily cut through thin or thick pizza with a simple rocking motion while 
maintaining cheese and toppings in place. It features a tube-style handle that offers 
a comfortable grip during use and a sharp, single-bevel blade. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Lbs 
18323-00 3½”  9” 0.5

Pan Gripper, Polypropylene Handle

Made for commercial use, this professional-quality pan gripper helps cooks 
to remove pizza pans or baking sheets from hot ovens safely and quickly. It is 
designed to work with flat or deep pans and is made of heavy-duty stainless steel 
with a polypropylene handle. Dishwasher-safe.    
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art. Dia Ht. Lbs
49604-31 12” 3½” 1.9
49604-36 14” 4⅜” 2.6
49604-41 16” 4¾” 3.3

Carbon Steel Chinese Wok
art. Dia Ht. Lbs
49612-30 12” 3” 2.0
49612-33 13” 3” 2.4

Non-Stick Chinese Wok

Made of carbon steel, this traditional wok can deliver heat evenly and quickly 
when stir-frying and sauteing. It features a flat base that can be used directly on 
heat sources, including induction, and is equipped with a wooden handle that 
facilitates the tossing action often required when cooking. Season pan before 
using. Not dishwasher-safe.

Woks are traditionally used for stir-frying, but can be used for deep frying and 
steaming with bamboo steamers. The long, wood handle allows the cook to 
work with food without the risk of injury from hot, splattering oil, and facilitates 
the tossing action used with Western saute pans. The non-stick surface is PTFE 
and PFOA-free, ensuring that it is non-toxic and eco-friendly.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
49605-46 18” 5½” 4.8
49605-61 24” 7⅜” 7.7
49605-71 28” 8⅝” 9.9

Dual Handled Steel Chinese Wok 
art. Dia Ht. Lbs
49602-25 9⅞” 2½” 0.6
49602-30 11⅞” 3¼” 0.4
49602-33 12½” 3¼” 0.9
49602-35 13⅜” 3½” 1.1

Aluminum Wok Lid

Woks are most often used for stir frying, but can be used for other types of  
cooking as well. The shape of the wok allows a small pool of cooking oil in the  
center of the wok to be heated to a high heat using relatively little fuel, while the 
outer areas of the wok are used to keep food warm after it has been cooked.

Wok covers are necessary for simmering, steaming or smoking ingredients. This 
lightweight version is made of durable stainless steel and has rolled edges that 
allow it to rest along the inner walls of a wok, trapping steam and vapors that 
enhance the flavors of the dishes being cooked. Handle is made of Bakelite. 
Dishwasher-safe.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
A4171336 12⅞” 3⅜” 2.3

Carbon Steel Flat Bottom Wok, Double Handles

This two-handle wok features wood handles that stay cool and allow the pan 
to be moved safely. Made of traditional carbon steel, the wok can deliver heat 
evenly and quickly when stir-frying and sauteing, and features a flat bottom that 
can be used directly on heat sources, including induction cooktops. Season pan 
before using. Not dishwasher-safe.

art. Dia  Ht. Lbs  
A4982133 13” 3½” 0.8
A4982135 14” 3½” 0.9

Wok Cover, Stainless Steel

This wire ladle is traditionally used with Thai or Chinese hot pots to hold meat, 
vegetables or beans while cooking in hot liquid. 
To use, place food in the ladle, dip in hot stock and wait until it’s done. Serve in 
small bowls and dip in Suki sauce. 

art. Dia  Length  
49616S01 2¾” 8½” 

Wire Ladle, Stainless Steel

This wire ladle is traditionally used with Thai or Chinese hot pots to hold meat, 
vegetables or beans while cooking in hot liquid. 
To use, place food in the ladle, dip in hot stock and wait until it’s done. Serve in 
small bowls and dip in Suki sauce. 

art. Dia  Length  
49616B01 2¾” 8½” 

Wire Ladle, Brass

N
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This beechwood rolling pin is used to cut strips of pasta dough for the fast  
preparation of homemade noodles. Just roll the pin over a pasta sheet and fresh, 
noodles are quickly created. 0.6cm spacing. Not dishwasher-safe.

This beechwood rolling pin is used to cut strips of pasta dough for the fast  
preparation of homemade noodles. Just roll the pin over a pasta sheet and fresh, 
noodles are quickly created. 0.8cm spacing. Not dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Ht. Lb 
A4982237 1⅝”   12⅝” 1⅝” 0.4 

Fettuccine Rolling Pin, Beechwood
art. Width Length Ht. Lb 
A4982236 1⅝”  12⅝” 1⅝” 0.4 

Tagliatelle Rolling Pin, Beechwood

art. Width Length Ht. Lb 
A3001725 5”  8⅝” 1½” 0.4 

Fluted Dough Cutter with Wood Handle, Adjustable
art. Width Length Ht. Lb 
A3001720 5”  8⅝” 1½” 0.4 

Dough Cutter with Wood Handle, Adjustable

This time-saving tool is perfect when trimming many types of doughs, from pasta to pastry. The wheels can be adjusted to make thick pappardelle, narrow strips for lattice-
topped pies, or for quickly cutting ravioli squares. Made of stainless steel with a wooden handle. Not dishwasher-safe.

N N

This beechwood rolling pin is used to cut strips of pasta dough for the fast  
preparation of homemade noodles. Just roll the pin over a pasta sheet and fresh, 
noodles are quickly created. 1.5cm spacing. Not dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Ht. Lb 
A4982238 1⅝”   12⅝” 1⅝” 0.4 

Pappardelle Rolling Pin, Beechwood

The Spaghetti Alla Chitarra Maker is a rustic, guitar-like tool that is used to cut  
spaghetti strands. Simple to use, noodles are cut by draping a sheet of pasta 
over the stainless steel wire strings and then pressing through with a rolling pin. 
The dual-sided unit produces 3mm and 6mm noodles. The slanted center board  
allows cut noodles to slide down for easy removal. Beechwood frame. Not  
dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Ht. Lb 
A4982241 8¾”  17⅝” 3⅝” 2.3 

Spaghetti Alla Chitarra Maker
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Copper cookware has long been favored by professional and home 
chefs alike.  Not only is it aesthetically appealing, but its uniform 
heat conductivity and temperature control are unparalleled, as it 
reacts almost instantly to temperature changes.  Series 15300-
15400 by Paderno World Cuisine boasts these qualities in two  
versions: unfinished and tin-lined.  

Made of solid copper, the thicknesses range from 1.5 mm to 2.5 
mm.  The tin-lined pieces are tinned over fire by hand and feature 
beautifully polished handles made of solid brass and are secured 
by wide rivets. To extend the life of copper cookware, always wash 
by hand and dry immediately. Do not pre-heat tin-lined copper, as 
overheating will cause tin to blister and melt. Use wood or nylon 
tools to avoid scratching the finish. Not induction compatible.

This deep roasting pan, or brazier, has a lid to retain moisture and flavors,  
protecting food from dry heat. Its depth allows for large pieces of meat or whole 
poultry. Made of lightly-hammered copper, dishes can be taken directly from the 
oven to the table for stunning presentations. Hand-wash only.

This lightly-hammered copper fish poacher can accommodate an entire fish that 
will feed a large group of people. It sits over two burners for uniform heating 
and includes a support rack that will hold fish while cooking, and remove it while 
maintaining its shape. Hand-wash only.

Oval Roasting Pan with Lid, Copper
art. Width Length Ht. Ht. with lid Lbs
15339-36 10½” 15⅛” 2½” 5½” 6.01

Fish Poacher, Copper
art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
15438-50 7⅛” 19½” 6⅛” 8.79

COOKWARE

Copper Series 15300 & 15400
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Copper Cookware
Series 15300 & 15400 

art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
15406-16 6⅜” 3⅝” 1¾ 2.62
15406-20 8” 4⅛” 3⅜ 3.25

Sugar Saucepan, Copper

Made from unlined copper, this sugar sauce pan is an important part of a  
confectioner’s kitchen. The straight, smooth sides discourage sugar grains from 
sticking and crystallizing, and even heat distribution dissolves and caramelizes 
sugar quickly without forming clumps. The side spout ensures clean pouring. 
Hand-wash only.

art. Top Dia Bottom Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
15412-25 9¾” 7⅛” 5¼” 4½ 3.65

Polenta Pan, Copper

Specially designed to prepare the classic Italian polenta, the deep size and flared 
sides of this traditional polenta pot (or paiolo) encourage the frequent stirring that 
is necessary to produce a creamy porridge. Hand-wash only.

art. Length Lb
15428-06 9⅝” 0.25

Dipping Forks, Set of 6

Replacement forks for fondue set #15430-11.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
15430-11  10½” 5.97
44220-AA 3⅛” 1⅞” 0.2 Replacement Fondue Burner

Base 6⅞” 4⅜”
Insert 6½” 3¾”
Stand 6¼” 4½”

Copper Fondue Set

This elegant, lightly-hammered copper fondue set sits on a sturdy iron stand and has a porcelain insert that is safe to use with chocolate and cheese, as hot water will not 
scorch these sauces. Use without the porcelain insert to cook meats in oil. The set comes with a stand, a copper base, a porcelain insert, a burner and six forks. Clean stand 
with a damp cloth or sponge. When using the base with oil, it is recommended to use approximately 36 to 48 ounces of liquid.  Capacity of porcelain insert when filled to 
inner line is 32 ounces. For replacement forks, see item #15430-11. Hand-wash copper base.

A must-have in any baker’s kitchen, unlined copper bowls are ideal for whipping 
egg whites, as the two react and create a stable foam perfect for meringues and 
chiffon cakes. This bowl features a mirror finish and a convenient ring that allows 
it to be hung for storage. Handwash only.

art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
A1540921 8⅜” 3⅞” 2⅜ 1.0
A1540925 10” 4⅜” 3¾ 1.5
A1540929 11⅜” 4⅝” 5 1.6

Mixing Bowl, Copper

N

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
15407-20 7⅞” 5½” 4.3

Zabaglione Bowl, Copper

This spouted, unlined copper bowl is perfect for frothing and cooking egg yolks, 
sugar and marsala to create zabaglione over a flame or a double boiler. The 
polished brass handle is attached with traditional copper rivets.
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These Paderno World Cuisine copper pieces are additions to an 
already extensive selection of miniature cookware that elevate the 
look of any setting. The collection includes sauce pans, rondeaus, 
saucepots and sauté pans that are made of a 3-ply combination of 
copper, aluminum and stainless steel, as well as 2-ply copper and 
stainless steel covers. The classic look is enhanced by stainless 
steel handles that are coated with a corrosion-free titanium alloy 
that boasts the look of polished brass, and secured by stainless 
steel rivets. Perfect for oven-to-table service, these pieces are an 
elegant form of presenting accompaniments or individual portions 

of dishes such as soups and stews, baked pastas, custards or 
soufflés. The 1.8mm (15-gauge) thickness of the walls, and 
optional covers, allow for added heat retention and will ensure 
that contents stay warm. Note that all dimensions are interior 
and do not include handles or the thickness of the material. Use 
caution when using on cooktops, as handles get hot during the 
cooking process. To extend the life of copper cookware, always 
wash by hand and dry immediately. Not induction compatible. Lids 
sold separately.

COOKWARE

Mini Copper
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Copper Cookware
Mini

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lb
A1550710 4” 2¾” 20 0.7 
A1550812 4¾” 3⅛” 32 1.0 
A1550914 5½” 3½” 48 1.3 
A1550816 6⅜” 3⅛” 56 1.6 

Mini Copper Sauce Pot
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lb
A1540710 4” 2¾” 20 0.7
A1540712 4¾” 3⅛” 32 1.0 

Mini Copper Sauce Pan

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lb
A1550310 4” 1¼” 8 0.5
A1550312 4¾” 1⅜” 12 0.7
A1550414 5½” 1⅝” 22 0.9
A1550416 6⅜” 1⅝” 28 1.2

Mini Copper Rondeau
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lb
A1540410 4” 1¼” 8 0.5
A1540412 4¾” 1⅜” 12 0.7
A1540414 5½” 1⅝” 22 0.9
A1540416 6⅜” 1⅝” 28 1.2

Mini Copper Saute Pan

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lb
A1550410 4” 1¾” 12 0.6

Mini Copper Rondeau
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lb
A1540510 4” 1¾” 12 0.6

Mini Copper Saute Pan

art. ml Oz Lb
70208 250 8 0.9 

Copper Restorer

The World Cuisine copper restorer quickly and effectively removes dirt and tarnish 
from all copper, polishing to a smooth and lustrous shine. It contains no harsh 
chemicals and is non-toxic.

art. Dia Ht. Lb
A1555510 4” 1⅛” 0.3 
A1555512 4¾” 1¼” 0.4 
A1555514 5½” 1⅜” 0.5 
A1555516 6⅜” 1½” 0.7 

Mini Copper Cover

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lb
15226-07 2¾” 1⅝” 5 0.4

Mini Copper Sauce Pan

N N

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lb
15228-10 4” 1¾” 12 0.6 

Mini Copper Sauce Pan
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COOKWARE

Copper Series 15500
INDUCTION
READY!

Copper cookware has long been favored by professional and home 
chefs alike. Not only is it aesthetically appealing, but its uniform 
heat conductivity and temperature control are unparalleled, as 
it reacts almost instantly to temperature changes. Series 15500 
by Paderno World Cuisine boasts these features and more in its 
super heat-conductive multi-layer construction (polished solid 
copper, aluminum and 18/10 stainless steel). This combination 
distributes heat from bottom to top quickly and evenly, with the 

added benefit of the stainless steel finish, which will not react 
with acidic ingredients in foods such as tomatoes and citrus. 
The beautiful collection is further made unique by featuring a 
stainless steel disc at the base, which makes the pieces suitable 
for all cooktops, including induction. The solid brass handles 
are secured by durable rivets and are finished to have a matte, 
antique look that boasts a truly rustic style. To extend the life of 
copper cookware, always wash by hand and dry immediately.

art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
15506-16 6¼” 3⅛” 1⅝ 1.8
15506-20 8¼” 4⅜” 3⅝ 2.7
15506-24 10” 5½” 6⅝ 4.3
15506-28 11⅜” 6¼” 10⅜ 6.3

Copper Sauce Pan
art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
15507-16 6¼” 3⅛” 1⅝ 2.0
15507-20 8¼” 4⅜” 3⅝ 3.5
15507-24 10” 5½” 6⅝ 4.5
15507-28 11⅜” 6¼” 10⅜ 6.4

Copper Sauce Pot
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Copper Cookware
Series 15500

art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
15508-20 8¼” 2¾” 2⅜ 2.4
15508-24 10” 3⅛” 3¾ 3.4
15508-28 11⅜” 3½” 5¾ 4.8

Copper Saute Pan
art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
15509-20 8¼” 2¾” 2⅜ 3.0
15509-24 10” 3⅛” 3¾ 3.7
15509-28 11⅜” 3½” 5¾ 5.2

Copper Rondeau

art. Dia Lbs
15561-20 8¼” 1.2
15561-24 10” 1.7
15561-28 11” 2.2

Copper Cover
Domed copper-stainless steel lid for the Paderno World Cuisine Series 15500. 
Designed to condense vapors and flavors. Solid brass handle is affixed with rivets. 
Always wash by hand. Made in Italy.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
15514-20 8¼” 1¾” 1.7
15514-24 10” 1¾” 2.6
15514-28 11⅜” 2¼” 3.3
15514-32 13” 2⅜” 4.3

Copper Fry Pan
art. Dia Ht. Qts Lb
A1551520 8” 1¾” 1.5 1.7 
A1551524 9½” 1¾” 2.0 2.6 
A1551528 11” 2⅛” 3.5 3.3 
A1551532 12⅝” 2⅜” 5.0 4.3 

Copper Gratin Dish

N
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The blini pan is made of  ⅛” (3mm) thick aluminum with PFOA-free coating that 
is of professional quality and allows for optimum sliding. The handle is made of 
iron and is affixed with rivets.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
A4611812 4¾” ¾” 0.5

Non-Stick Blini Pan, Aluminum 

The pancake pan is made of ⅛” (3mm) thick aluminum with a PFOA-free  
coating that is of professional quality and allows for optimum sliding. The  
handle is made of iron and is affixed with rivets.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
A4611814 5½” ¾” 0.7

Non-Stick Pancake Pan, Aluminum 

COOKWARE

Aluminum & Non-Stick
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Cookware
Aluminum & Non-Stick

Aluminum fry pans are known and well-liked because they have excellent heat  
conductivity, are sturdy and easy to care for. Available in five sizes, they are ⅛” 
(3mm) thick throughout and are constructed of 9-gauge, 3003 series aluminum. 
The steel handle, attached by special alloy rivets, comes with a removable,  
heat-resistant silicone handle.

Non-stick aluminum fry pans are known and well-liked because they have  
excellent heat conductivity, are sturdy and easy to care for. The interior is made 
of multiple layers of a PFOA-free coating that is reinforced with titanium.  It is of  
professional quality and allows for optimum sliding. Available in five sizes, they 
are ⅛” (3mm) thick throughout and are constructed of 9-gauge, 3003 series  
aluminum. The steel handle, attached by special alloy rivets, comes with a  
removable, heat-resistant silicone handle.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
A1611418 7” 1½” 1.0
A1611420 8” 2” 1.4
A1611425 10” 2” 1.9
A1611432 12” 2” 2.7
A1611436 14” 2½” 3.4
Spare Parts
A11710AC 4¾”      Silicone Sleeve 0.1     For 7” & 8” Fry Pans
A11710AD 5¼”      Silicone Sleeve 0.1     For 10” Fry Pans
A11710AE 6½”      Silicone Sleeve 0.2     For 12” & 14” Fry Pans

Fry Pan, Aluminum
art. Dia Ht. Lbs
A1611718 7” 1½” 1.0
A1611720 8” 2” 1.4
A1611725 10” 2” 1.9
A1611732 12” 2” 2.7
A1611736 14” 2½” 3.4
Spare Parts
A11710AC 4¾”      Silicone Sleeve 0.1     For 7” & 8” Fry Pans
A11710AD 5¼”      Silicone Sleeve 0.1     For 10” Fry Pans
A11710AE 6½”      Silicone Sleeve 0.2     For 12” & 14” Fry Pans

Non-Stick Frying Pan, Aluminum

The professional series frying pans are made of ⅛” (3mm) thick aluminum. The 
PFOA-free interior has multiple layers of non-stick coating that is of professional 
quality and allows for optimum sliding. The bottom is finely grooved to  
ensure perfect flatness on the cooking surface, and to distribute heat evenly.  The 
handle is made of iron and is affixed with rivets.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
A4611720 7⅞”  1⅛” 1.4
A4611724 9½” 1⅜” 2.0
A4611728 11” 1½” 2.5
A4611732 12½” 1¾” 3.6

Non-Stick Frying Pan, Aluminum
art. Dia Ht. Lbs
16113-20 7⅞” 2½” 1.2
16113-24 9½” 3” 1.3
16113-28 11” 3¾” 2.4
16113-32 12½” 4⅜” 3.0
16113-36 14⅛” 5⅛” 4.4
16113-40 15⅞” 5½” 5.3

Non-Stick Splayed Sauté Pan, Aluminum

This splayed sauté pan is perfect for making reductions and sauces, as its wide 
top surface allows for the quick evaporation of liquids. It has a cast iron handle 
and non-stick interior that is PFOA-free and does not emit toxic gases. Not  
dishwasher-safe.

Traditionally used to cook or warm tortillas, these nonstick griddles are also 
excellent for cooking in buffet lines or simply for presentation of cooked dishes. 
They are made of 2mm thick steel and coated with a BPA, PTFE and PFOA-free 
finish that is easy to clean. Looped handles allow them to be hung for easy 
storage. Handwash to extend the lifespan of the finish.

Traditionally used to cook or warm tortillas, these nonstick griddles are also 
excellent for cooking in buffet lines or simply for presentation of cooked dishes. 
They are made of 2mm thick steel and coated with a BPA, PTFE and PFOA-free 
finish that is easy to clean. Looped handles allow them to be hung for easy 
storage. Handwash to extend the lifespan of the finish.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A5100028 8½” 17½” ¾” 2.4

Non-Stick Griddle, Oval
art. Dia Ht. Lbs
A5100768 13” ⅝” 2.4

Non-Stick Griddle, Round

N N
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Blue, Black Steel & Carbon Steel Cookware
In use for centuries, carbon steel cookware has stood the test of 
time.  Little has changed about it over the years, and chefs still 
appreciate it for its propensity to perform extremely well under 
high heat and for the natural non-stick qualities it acquires after 
its first seasoning and repeated use.  The original black steel is 
unadulterated yet safe, made of approximately 99% iron and 1% 
carbon.  However, because of its “raw” metal look, it could easily 
be overlooked as an essential and versatile piece of cookware.
Paderno World Cuisine has applied a mechanical high polish 
treatment to the latest generation of heavy-duty carbon steel 
cookware.  The rough finish is polished to resemble the shine 
of stainless steel, giving the old favorite a well-deserved 
transformation.  
Beyond its fresh look, Paderno World Cuisine carbon steel  
remains the high-performance pan from times past.  The new  
polish being purely cosmetic, it will require the same care, and as 
the pan absorbs heat, it will darken back to its original state. To 
ensure that the steel pan keeps its properties and in order to avoid 
oxidation, wash the pan in hot water, and then wipe it immediately 
with a paper towel. It may then be oiled if you wish and stored in 
a dry place. Tip: professional chefs dry their steel pans by putting 
them in the oven for a few minutes.

• excellent heat conductor. 

• suitable with all heat sources, including induction. 

• ovenproof and broiler safe

• high density metal and therefore doesn’t retain odors. 

• non-coated and, if protected from rusting, lasts a lifetime.

• withstands high temperatures and allows for longer preheating. 

• acquires natural non-stick properties that won’t chip, scratch  

 or peel off. 

• safe to use at high temperatures

• safe to use with metal objects, such as knives, forks or spatulas. 

• requires minimum care, but  not dishwasher or microwave safe.

• handle gets hot.

• comes with a limited lifetime warranty.

COOKWARE

Blue, Black & Carbon Steel
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While steel handles are sturdy and comfortable, they may get hot. This silicone handle sleeve will add comfort and prevent heat transmission. 

art. From/To Lbs
11710-AB 15¾”/19⅝” 0.1

Black Silicone Sleeve
art. From/To Lbs
11710-AA 7⅞”/14⅛” 0.1

Red Silicone Sleeve

This pan’s broad, shallow surface allows for the roasting of chestnuts. It has large 
perforations which allow for significant flame contact, enhancing the roasted, 
smoky flavor. It is made of black carbon steel with an iron handle. 

This pan’s broad, shallow surface allows for the roasting of chestnuts. It has large 
perforations which allow for significant flame contact, enhancing the roasted, 
smoky flavor. It is made of black carbon steel with an iron handle. 

art. Dia Ht. Length Lbs
A4172129 11” 1½” 27½” 3

Chestnut Pan, Oversized Handle, Black Steel
art. Dia Ht. Lbs
A4172128 11” 1½” 1.6

Chestnut Pan, Black Steel

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
41703-38 10¼” 15” 1⅛” 5.6

Rectangular Fish Pan, Black Steel
art. Dia Ht. Lbs
A4171512 4¾” ¾” 0.8

Blini Pan, Polished Carbon Steel

This pan is suited to making the well-known blini as well as pancakes. Made of heavy-duty carbon steel, this unique grill pan features a rectangular 
shape that accommodates fish and oversize cuts of meat, such as skirt and flank 
steak. The thick material allows for long pre-heating times, delivering perfect 
sears and perfect grill marks, and is compatible with most heat sources, including 
induction, ovens and broilers. Its offset handle is attached by durable rivets. 
Season before use. Not dishwasher-safe.

N

The low sides of the crepe pan allow for easy flipping of crepes and pancakes. 
The pan is made of 5/32” (4mm) thick aluminum with a PFOA-free coating that 
is of professional quality and allows for optimum sliding. The handle is made of 
iron and is affixed with rivets.art. Dia Ht. Lbs

A4611822  8⅝”  ⅝” 1.4
A4611826 10¼”  ⅝” 1.6
A4611830 11⅞”  ⅝” 1.8

Non-Stick Crepe Pan, Aluminum 
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These mini porcelain dishes will add a touch of elegance to any dinner table or 
catered event. Heat-resistant to approximately 800 °F, they range in sizes to serve 

anything from appetizers to side dishes and desserts. Larger sizes do not include lids. 
Dishwasher, oven and microwave-safe.

COOKWARE

Mini Porcelain Cookware
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art. Width Length Oz Lbs
41205-01 4” 13⅞” 1.5 2.0

Mini Glass Tasting Bowls with Slate Base
art. Width Length Oz Lbs
41205-02 4” 13⅞” 3.7 2.1

Mini Tasting Glasses with Slate Base

N N

art. Width Length Ht. Oz Lbs
41205-03 3⅞” 19¼” ¾” 6 3.6

Glass Tasting Jars with Wood Paddle
art. Width Length Ht. Oz Lbs
41205-04 4⅜” 13¾” ¾” 5 3.0

Glass Tasting Bowls with Wood Base

N N

art. Width Length Ht. Oz Lbs
41205-05 4⅜” 17¾” ¾” 6 1.8

Glass Tasting Bowls with Wood Paddle
art. Width Length Ht. Oz Lbs
41205-06 3½” 17¾” ¾” 3 1.8

Porcelain Tasting Bowls with Wood Paddle

N N

art. Width Length Ht. Oz Lbs
41205-07 3½” 16½” ¾” 2.3 1.4

Mini Tasting Glasses with Wood Paddle
art. Width Length Ht. Oz Lbs
41205-08 4⅜” 10⅞” 1⅝” 6.75 2.6

Glass Jar Set with Wood Holder

N N

art. Width Length Ht. Oz Lbs
41205-09 4” 17” 1⅜” 3.4 3.2

Mini Glass Jars with Wood Holder
art. Width Length Ht. Oz Lbs
41205-10 4⅜” 13¾” ⅞” 5 2.0

Porcelain Square Bowl Set with Wood Base

N N

This new line of presentation pieces is made up of sets of bowls, cups and jars in a variety of shapes and sizes that can be used to serve tastings for one or toppings and 
appetizers for a crowd. They include bases in neutral slate or sturdy wood that work in endless settings and can easily be carried between the kitchen and the table. Containers 
can be used to serve cold or warm foods. Handwash bases.
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BUFFET
BUFFET

Appetizers & Drinks
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Buffet
Appetizers & Drinks

art. Length Lbs
1783-SM 4½” 0.5 Small

Appetizer Skewers, Plastic, Set of 50
art. Length Lbs
1782-LG 7⅞” 0.8 Large

Appetizer Skewers, Plastic, Set of 50

N N

The Omami set of 50 skewers comes in an assortment of bright, festive colors 
(10ea in purple, blue, orange, pink and green). Made of sturdy plastic, they 
are dishwasher-safe and can be reused, however, are for serving purposes, 
only and should not be used for cooking purposes. Overall length is 4½”. 
Dishwasher-safe. Recyclable.

The Omami set of 50 skewers comes in an assortment of bright, festive colors 
(10ea in purple, blue, orange, pink and green). Made of sturdy plastic, they 
are dishwasher-safe and can be reused, however, are for serving purposes, 
only and should not be used for cooking purposes. Overall length is 7⅞”. 
Dishwasher-safe. Recyclable.

art. Width Length Lbs
1781 8½” 13½” 2

Appetizer Set, Plastic, 28 Pieces

N

This colorful serving set is perfect for a variety of events. Made of sturdy plastic, 
it includes three white oval platters and 25 assorted tasting spoons and can be 
used for anything from appetizers to small desserts. Spoon colors include 5ea 
in purple, blue, pink, orange and green. Plate dimensions are L 13½” x W 8½”. 
Dishwasher-safe. Recyclable.

art. Width Length Oz Lbs
1780 3⅛” 4” 2 3

Appetizer Serving Set, Plastic, 20 Pieces

N

This appetizer/tasting set is made up of 20 pieces, including 10 mini plates and 
10 mini bowls. Made of sturdy plastic, these colorful pieces are perfect for a 
variety of events, and can be mixed and matched to serve a variety of foods, 
from soup and salad to cake and ice cream. The possibilities are endless. Colors 
include: purple, blue, pink, orange and green. Bowl capacity is approximately 
2oz. Plate dimensions are L 4” x W 3⅛”. Dishwasher-safe. Recyclable.

art. Width Length Oz Lbs
1779 4¼” 6½” 3 2

Tasting Set, Plastic, 30 Pieces

N

This appetizer/tasting set is made up of 30 pieces, including 10 mini cups, 10 
mini plates and 10 mini tasting spoons. Made of sturdy plastic, these colorful 
pieces are perfect for a variety of events, and can be mixed and matched to 
serve a variety of foods and beverages, from savory tapas and sangria to simple 
milk and cookies. The possibilities are endless. Colors include: purple, blue, pink, 
orange and green. Cup capacity is approximately 3oz. Plate dimensions are L 6½” 
x W 4¼”. Spoon length is 6¼”. Dishwasher-safe. Recyclable. 

art. Length Lbs
1784-RG 4½” 0.5

Tasting Spoons, Plastic, Set of 30

N

The Omami set of 30 tasting spoons comes in an assortment of bright, festive 
colors (6ea in purple, blue, orange, pink and green). Made of sturdy plastic, 
they can be used to serve appetizers or small desserts. Dishwasher-safe. 
Recyclable.
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It is extremely versatile and very durable. It can be used for a variety of things from 
preparing to serving. Melamine looks just like porcelain, is extremely resistant 
to breakage and has a glossy finish. Melamine is dishwasher-safe, suitable for  
refrigerators and freezers and resistant from -58° Fahrenheit to 212° Fahrenheit. 
It will never absorb odors or flavors.

It is extremely versatile and very durable. It can be used for a variety of things from 
preparing to serving. Melamine looks just like porcelain, is extremely resistant 
to breakage and has a glossy finish. Melamine is dishwasher-safe, suitable for  
refrigerators and freezers and resistant from -58° Fahrenheit to 212° Fahrenheit. 
It will never absorb odors or flavors.

art. Dia Ht Qts
44837-05 5½” 2½” 0.65
44837-25 9” 4” 3.00

White Melamine Bowl 
art. Dia Ht Qts
44837B05 5½” 2½” 0.65
44837B25 9” 4” 3.00

Black Melamine Bowl 

These versatile glass bowls are the perfect addition to any kitchen. They can be 
used for simple and elegant presentations in buffet lines, and are also durable 
and heavy-duty enough to be used as traditional mixing bowls. Can be displayed 
with Chrome Bowl Holders #41912-03 and #41912-04.

art. Dia Ht Qts Lbs
41400-AA 9” 4⅛” 3.00 2.2
41405-AA 5½” 2½” 0.65 0.7

Round Glass Bowl
art. Width Length Ht. Qts Lbs Color
31778-B1 4⅝” 7⅞” 2⅝” 1.2 2.6  Blue
51778-O1 4⅝” 7⅞” 2⅝” 1.2 2.6 Orange
61778-P1 4⅝” 7⅞” 2⅝” 1.2 2.6 Pink
71778-G1 4⅝” 7⅞” 2⅝” 1.2 2.6 Green

Rectangular Food Box, Polycarbonate

N

Made of sturdy, food-safe polycarbonate plastic, these bento-box style 
containers are ideal for "to-go" meals, or for storing ingredients or leftovers. 
They include an airtight lid and are microwave, freezer and dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs Color
1774-BL1 6¾” 11⅞” 12⅞” 0.5  Black
51774-O1 6¾” 11⅞” 12⅞” 0.5 Orange
61774-P1  6¾” 11⅞” 12⅞” 0.5 Pink
71774-G1 6¾” 11⅞” 12⅞” 0.5 Green

Lunch Bag, Neoprene

N

art. Width Length Ht. Qts Lbs Color
31776-B1 6” 6” 2⅝” 1.2 2.6  Blue
51776-O1 6” 6” 2⅝” 1.2 2.6 Orange
61776-P1 6” 6” 2⅝” 1.2 2.6 Pink
71776-G1 6” 6” 2⅝” 1.2 2.6 Green

Square Food Box, Polycarbonate

N

Made of sturdy, food-safe polycarbonate plastic, these bento-box style 
containers are ideal for "to-go" meals, or for storing ingredients or leftovers. 
They include an airtight lid and are microwave, freezer and dishwasher-safe.

Made of durable and lightweight neoprene, this insulated lunch tote is ideal 
for packing and transporting meals or perishables from the grocery store. 
The bag is equipped with an integrated handle and zipper closure, making 
it comfortable to carry while ensuring that hot or cold items maintain their 
temperature. The base is flat to securely maintain items upright, but can be 
stored flat. Machine-washable.
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art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
42927-02 1⅛” 1⅛” 2” 0.2

Mini Square Salt and Pepper Shakers, Set of 2

N

Small shakers are ideal for tables with limited space or for individual use. The set 
includes two glass shakers that each hold approximately ½ oz of salt or pepper, 
with stainless steel tops. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
42924-02 2” 2½” 0.3

Mini Salt and Pepper Shakers, Set of 2

N

These small shakers are ideal for tables with limited space or for individual use. 
The set includes two glass shakers that hold approximately 1oz of salt or pepper, 
each, with stainless steel tops. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
42926-12 1⅛” 3½” 1.8

Salt and Pepper Shakers, Set of 12

N

Great for busy restaurants, this pack includes 12 shakers with universal tops that 
work with salt or pepper. The base is made of clear glass and the top is made 
of stainless steel.

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
42928-00 1¾” 4½” 1 0.2

Salt and Pepper Shaker with Stainless Steel Top

Made of glass with a stainless steel top, this tower-shaped shaker features 
universal perforations that allow salt or pepper to pass through without clogging. 
Holds approximately 1oz. Sold individually.

N

art. Dia Length Lbs
42511-20  7⅞” 0.1 
42511-25  10” 0.1 
42511-30  11⅞” 0.1
42511-35 ⅛” 13¾” 0.1
42511-40 ⅛” 15⅝” 0.1
42511-56 ¼” 21⅞” 0.2

Set of 10 Skewers, Stainless SteelDecorative Skewers, Set of 6
art. Length Lbs 
42529-06 11⅞” 0.6
These decorative skewers were designed to hold a variety of meats and 
vegetables and can go straight from the grill to the table. Made of stainless steel.

N

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
42953-04 ½” 2” 1¾” 0.1

Tablecloth Clips, Stainless Steel, Set of 4

Simple to use, tablecloth clips are a must-have for outdoor events. The clips easily 
slide onto covered tables, ensuring that tablecloths stay in place during windy 
conditions. Fits on tabletops up to 1⅛” thick. Made of stainless steel, set of 4.

art. Dia Length Lbs
48307-01 ⅛” 6” 0.2
48307-02 ⅛” 8” 0.2
48307-03 ⅛” 10” 0.3

Skewers, Wood, Pack of 100
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This heavy, thick stone works as a tabletop grill. The stainless steel holder and 
stone are heated in the oven and can then be placed on the tray at the table, 
allowing guests to grill their own food. Additional burners extend grilling time. 
The overall dimensions are L 17"xH 3 ¾”.

art. Width Length Dia Ht. Lbs
A4130504 7½”  14⅝”  ¾” 10.8
44220-AA   3⅛” 1⅞” 0.2 Replacement Fondue Burner

Stone Grill Set, Double Burners

This heavy, thick stone top works as a tabletop grill. The stainless steel holder and 
stone are heated in the oven and can then be placed on the tray at the table,  
allowing guests to grill their own food. Additional burners extend grilling time. 
The overall dimensions are L 9”xH 4”.

art. Width Length Dia Ht. Lbs
41315-02 7½”  7½”  1” 5.9
44220-AA   3⅛” 1⅞” 0.2 Replacement Fondue Burner

Stone Grill Set, Single Burner

This set of 6 fondue forks is ideal for securing pieces of bread, meat or fruit for 
sweet or savory fondue dipping. The stainless steel, double-pronged forks have 
wooden handles with individually colored tops so that dinner guests can keep 
track of their forks. Hand-washing recommended.

art. Width Length Lbs 
A4982205 ¼” 9½” 0.3

Fondue Forks with Wood Handle, Set of 6 

This tea-light plate warmer comes with a stainless steel frame and an aluminum 
top. Versatile and stable, it has dual handles and comes in two sizes.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
41569-33 13” 7⅛” 2½” 5

Plate/Dish Warmer

This sturdy zigzag-shaped holder is perfect for hard or soft shell tacos. Made 
of solid stainless steel, the holder accommodates three tacos at one time and 
maintains them upright, keeping fillings and toppings in place in between bites. 
Equipped with a convenient condiment cup holder at each end, it can also be 
used for hot dogs. Condiment cup holders will fit Paderno World Cuisine 2oz 
Sauce Cups #A4982507. Dishwasher-safe.

These stainless steel sauce cups have infinite uses in the kitchen and at the table. 
They can be used to hold a variety of toppings and sauces, or ingredients while 
cooking. Sold in sets of 6. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A4982541 3¾”  16¼” 2” 0.8

Taco Holder, 3 Compartments, Stainless Steel
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
A4982507 2¾”  1” 2 0.05

Sauce Cups, Stainless Steel, Set of 6

This set of four egg cups is used to hold soft-boiled eggs and make a nice  
presentation at the breakfast table. Made of durable, scratch and stain-resistant 
melamine.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
41597-04 3⅜” ⅞” 0.3

Egg Cup, Melamine, Set of 4
art. Dia Oz Lbs
44379-05 6¾” 17 0.8

Lion’s Head Soup Bowl, Porcelain

N

The iconic lion's head bowl is a classic way to serve French onion soup. The bowl, 
made of porcelain, retains heat well to keep contents hot, and can also withstand 
the high-temperature required to melt and brown the bread and cheese topping. 
Dishwasher-safe.
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art. Width Length Thickness Lbs
A4158533 10⅜” 12⅞” 5/16” 2.8

Natural Slate Tray - 1/2 Hotel Pan Size
art. Width Length Thickness Lbs
A4158532 6⅞” 12⅞” 5/16” 1.9

Natural Slate Tray - 1/3 Hotel Pan Size

Slates are eco-friendly, as they are mined directly from natural quarries. They are ideal for foods such as cheeses, pates, cured meats, desserts and vegetables, as they retain 
cold and will keep foods fresh and appetizing. Simply chill the board for approximately 30 minutes before serving, or refrigerate them overnight. The boards are equipped 
with non-slip feet that also elevate them slightly, making the boards easier to pick up. These slates are natural and therefore require hand-washing under warm water using a 
sponge or a nylon kitchen brush. These slates may break if dropped. Not oven or microwave-safe.

Both elegant and simple, these glass plates serve as the perfect background for any chef's creation. They are more durable than most glass plates because they undergo a 
"glass fusion" process twice, and although they are not tempered, they are remarkably shock-resistant and are ideal for everyday use. Each plate varies slightly. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Thickness Lbs
A4158529 12⅝ 20⅞” 5/16” 6.4

Natural Slate Tray - 1/1 Hotel Pan Size

art. Width Length Thickness Lbs
A4158528 6⅜” 10¼” 5/16” 1.7

Natural Slate Tray - 1/4 Hotel Pan Size
art. Width Length Thickness Lbs
A4158525 9⅞” 9⅞” 5/16” 1.7
A4158630 11⅞” 11⅞” 5/16” 3.1

Square Natural Slate Tray

art. Dia Rim Lbs
A4438225 10”  2” 1.4

Glass Dinner Plate
art. Dia Rim Lbs
A4438230 12”  2” 2

Glass Charger

N N
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art. Dia Ht. Lbs
41327-02 10” 4” 3.1

Serving Bowl with Live Edge, Acacia

N

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
41327-01 7⅞” 17⅞” 1⅛” 4.5

Serving Board with Live Edge, Acacia

N

Made of sturdy alder or acacia woods, this new selection of presentation pieces adds a touch of rustic appeal to any table. They are available in multiple shapes, styles and sizes, 
and feature a smooth finish with a live edge that offer uniqueness when serving traditional charcuterie and cheese boards, flat breads, salads, and more. Carefully handcrafted, 
size, shape and finish may vary from piece to piece. Measurements provided are approximate, only. Handwash with warm, soapy water and dry immediately; do not soak. 
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This unique Pallet-style serving board is constructed of Fir wood. It is ideal for  
tableside serving and creates a beautiful presentation for anything from bread 
and cheese to charcuterie and olives. Long-lasting and easy to care for, simply 
line with parchment and use. The board can be wiped clean with a damp cloth. 
Do not soak.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A4982250 5⅛” 7⅞” 1⅜” 0.4
A4982251 7¾” 11⅞” 1⅜” 0.5
A4982252 7¾” 13⅞” 1⅜” 0.7
A4982253 6” 15¾” 1⅜” 0.7

“Pallet” Board, Firwood

This beechwood display crate can serve a variety of uses, from presentation on a 
buffet that creates height and dimension or for creating a unique look for serving 
rolls or containing condiments. Use alone or line with parchment paper or a tea 
towel. Wipe with a damp towel to clean.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A4982261 2⅜” 4¾” 3⅛” 0.2
A4982262 5¼” 6¾” 4” 0.5
A4982263 6¾” 9⅞” 4” 0.6
A4982264 6¾” 9⅞” 2⅝” 0.5
A4982265 5⅛” 9⅝” 2¾” 0.5
A4982266 7¾” 11⅝” 3⅞” 0.7
A4982267 8¾” 13¾” 4” 1.0

Display Crate, Beechwood

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
41327-03 7⅞” ⅞” 1.7
41327-04 10” ⅞” 1.9
41327-05 12” ⅞” 2.1

Round Serving Board with Live Edge, Acacia

N

N

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A3004540 5½” 15” 1” 1.0
A3004541 6¼” 17¾” 1” 1.2
A3004542 7½” 19¾” 1” 1.4
A3004543 7½” 23⅝” 1” 1.8

Oval Board with Live Edge, Alder
art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A3004545 5⅛” 14⅛” 1” 0.8
A3004546 6” 16½” 1” 1.0
A3004547 7” 19¾” 1” 1.2

Oval Paddle with Live Edge, Alder

N
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art. Dia Ht. Lbs
44478-70 11⅞” 1⅛” 1.8
44478-71 15” 1⅛” 2.3
44478-72 19” 1⅛” 3.0

Serving Tray, White, Melamine

N

art. Width Length Thickness Lbs
A4158735 9⅞” 13¾” ⅜” 5.1

Rectangular Marble Board

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
A5100040 15⅝” ½” 10.8

Lazy Susan, Black and White Granite

This revolving server, or Lazy Susan, is ideal for serving multiple dishes, 
condiments, desserts, appetizers and much more. Made of natural stone, each 
piece features unique veining or speckling with a glossy finish, and a sturdy 
aluminum base that glides smoothly with every turn. Perfect for the table or the 
counter. Handwash only.

art. Dia Ht. Thickness Lbs
A4159130 11⅞” 7⅛” ⅜” 14.3

Marble Board with Glass Cloche

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
44478-73 15” 1” 2.6
44478-74 19” 1” 3.3

Serving Tray with Rim, Beechwood

N

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
44478-75 15” 1” 4.3
44478-76 19” 1” 5.0

Stackable Serving Tray, Beechwood

N

Made from beech wood, this serving tray features a rich, dark stain that lends 
color while still showing off the wood's natural grain. Simple in design, the tray 
offers a generous size and serves as the perfect backdrop for anything from 
appetizers to beverages. Use alone, or with the Round Tray Stands to create 
varying widths and heights. Pair with Round Tray Stands: 44478-77, 44478-78, 
44478-79 and 44478-80. Wipe to clean.

Made from beech wood, this serving tray features a rich, dark stain that lends 
color while still showing off the wood's natural grain. The design allows multiple 
trays to be stacked using the Round Tray Stands in order provide additional room 
for serving and to save space in small areas. Pair with Round Tray Stands: 44478-
77, 44478-78, 44478-79 and 44478-80. Wipe to clean.
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This two-way frame was designed to accommodate two sizes of hotel pans. Place 
with the largest side in a horizontal position to hold bigger pans, or stand with 
the long sides upright to elevate smaller pans. Perfect for any buffet, the assorted 
sizes create varying heights and widths that add visual interest to settings when 
used together. The sturdy frames are made of steel with a matte, powder-coat 
finish. Wipe to clean, not dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length GN Lbs
44840-55 12⅞” 20⅞” 1/1-2/4 2.1
44840-56 10½” 12⅞” 1/2-1/4 1.8
44840-57 6⅞” 12⅞” 1/3-2/3 1.2

Rectangular Stand, Two-Way, Black

N

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
44478-77 15” 6½” 1.7
44478-79 19” 6½” 2.3

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
44478-78 15” 10⅝” 2.1
44478-80 19” 10⅝” 2.5

Round Tray Stand, Chrome, Low Round Tray Stand, Chrome, Tall

N N

Available in different widths and heights, these chromed steel stands offer the perfect way to add visual interest and extra serving space to buffet tables. The stands can be 
used with melamine trays 44478-71 and 44478-72, or wood trays 44478-73, 44478-74, 44478-75 and 44478-76. Not dishwasher-safe.
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This tea bag press was designed to extract excess water while adding more flavor 
to tea from steeped bags. Made from stainless steel, it is a must-have tool for any 
tea drinker. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Lbs
A4982418 2” 6¼” 0.13

Tea Bag Press, Stainless Steel
art. Dia Lbs
41931-08 3⅛”  0.2

Conical Tea Strainer, Stainless Steel

This fine mesh tea strainer strains in seconds. Durable and easy to clean, it is 
made of stainless steel. This whistling kettle is made of stainless steel and comes with a stay-cool, 

comfortable handle. The base is induction-ready, making it suitable for use with 
all heat sources.

art. Dia Length Lbs 
48278-12 2¾”  9” 0.2 

Tea Strainer, Stainless Steel
art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
A4191402 7⅛” 4¼” 2 0.9
A4191403 8” 5¼” 3 1.4

Kettle, Stainless Steel

art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
A4178170 6¼” 7½” 1.8 2.2

Copper/Tin Tea Kettle

N

Made of tin-lined copper, this kettle features a mirror finish, brass accents and an 
oversized solid copper handle that offers a comfortable hold. Combined, these 
make it ideal for traditional and contemporary kitchens, alike. Not induction ready.

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
A4982014 5½” 4¼” 33.8 0.6

Glass Teapot with Infuser

N

Constructed of borosilicate glass, this teapot includes a stainless steel infuser 
that is perfect for brewing almost any kind of tea. It features hundreds of micro 
perforations that retain sediment while allowing steeping liquid to mingle with 
the flavors of loose tea leaves or fresh herbs for a flavorful cup of tea every time. 
Pre-heat teapot with warm water before pouring in boiling liquid. Can be used 
on electric, gas and ceramic cooktops; use with a heat diffuser for best results. 
Dishwasher-safe.
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art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
A4164910 4¾” 8⅛” 33.8 1.50
A41649FO 5” 3⅝”  0.13 Spare Stainless Steel Filter

Coffee Pour Over with Stainless Steel Filter

Although the process of brewing coffee using a pour over method requires some time and patience, the end-result is a cup full of delicate and nuanced flavors not found with 
standard machine brewers. This pour over system includes a handled pitcher made of borosilicate glass for durability, and a stainless steel double filter with a fine-mesh interior 
and a finely-perforated exterior basket. Combined, these two elements in the filter eliminate the need for the paper liners that absorb the essential oils from grounds and rob 
coffee of its flavors. Both pieces are dishwasher-safe.

Created for manual coffee-making, this specialty stainless steel kettle is one of the most important tools to have when crafting pour-over coffee or tea. The unique design boasts 
a long, curved gooseneck, strategically placed at the bottom of the pot, which allows for precision and control over water flow that is difficult to obtain with a standard tea 
kettle. The glass lid is equipped with an integrated thermometer that highlights the ideal brewing temperature for coffee (195 °F-205 °F), while the pot features a tri-ply base 
that is induction-ready, and a Bakelite handle that stays cool to the touch. Thermometer temperature range is 0 °F-220 °F/0 °C-105 °C. Handwashing recommended. Lid is 
not dishwasher-safe.

art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
A5100014 5⅝” 5¾” 1.25 1.2

Pour Over Kettle with Thermometer, Stainless Steel

Authentic Turkish coffee is traditionally prepared by slowly simmering powder-like 
coffee grounds in a single-handle pot called an ibrik or cezve. This contemporary 
version of the pot is made of 18/10 stainless steel with a tri-ply base. It features 
two spouts for mess-free pouring and an ergonomic Bakelite handle. Can be 
used on gas, electric, ceramic and induction cooktops. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
A4164150 3⅝” 3⅞” 16.9 0.6
A4164175 4” 4⅜” 25.4 0.7
A4164110 4⅜” 4½” 33.8 0.8

Turkish Coffee Pot
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
A4982010 3¾” 7½” 11.8 1.3

Stovetop Espresso Maker, Stainless Steel

N

Most commonly used in European and Latin American countries, stovetop 
espresso makers have traditionally been made of aluminum since their 
introduction in the 1930’s. This sleek stainless steel version offers the same quality 
performance, with the added benefits of being induction-ready and dishwasher-
safe. The integrated lip offers mess-free pouring, while the hinged-lid opens 
and closes easily for cleaning. The pot also features an anti-slip silicone-covered 
handle for a safer grip. Makes approximately 9ozs of coffee, per brew.
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art. Ht. Qts Lbs
41781-05 9” ½ 1.4
41781-10 10⅝” 1⅛ 1.9
41781-15 12⅜” 1½ 1.9 wood handle

Copper/Tin Oil Dispenser
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
41635-02 1⅝” 7⅛” 3.7 1.2

Oil and Vinegar Atomizers, Set of 2

This reusable atomizer set is an excellent way to improve flavors during cooking, 
or at the table, while keeping additional calories at a minimum. The narrow 
bottles are easily gripped with a single hand and the easy-to-use aerosol-style 
pump dispenses a fine mist of oil or vinegar with the simple push of a button. 
The tops are made of stainless steel with plastic nozzles. Can be used with liquids 
such as oil, vinegar, pulp-free citrus juice and wine. Tops are not dishwasher-safe.

Stainless steel oil dispensers protect the flavor of cooking oils by preventing 
exposure to light. Equipped with a hinged-lid that opens and closes easily, this 
style features a plastic drip-free spout for accurate pouring, and a large mouth 
for easy filling and cleaning. Hand wash.

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
A4178005 3¼” 5⅞” 16.9 0.7
A4178100 3¾” 7½” 33.8 1.2

Oil Can, Stainless Steel

Stainless steel oil dispensers protect the flavor of cooking oils by preventing 
exposure to light. The handle is wide for a comfortable hold, and the spout is 
tapered to control the flow of oil when drizzling over dishes and breads. 18/10 
stainless steel. Hand wash.

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
A4178050 3⅜” 7” 16.9 0.6
A4178010 4½” 8⅜” 33.8 1.2

Oil Dispenser, Stainless Steel

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
A4178117 3” 4¾” 6.0 0.3
A4818128 3⅜” 5⅞” 10.0 0.5

Copper/Tin Mini Oil Can

N

art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
A4178106 3½” 8⅝” 0.6 1.0

Copper/Tin Oil Can

N

This elegant dispenser protects the taste of cooking oil by preventing exposure to 
light. It features a large, comfortable handle, and a long, narrow spout that easily 
controls the flow of oil while drizzling over dishes and breads. Made of copper 
and lined with tin. Hand-wash.

This small dispenser is ideal for keeping olive oil on-hand in settings with limited 
space. Made of tin-lined copper, the dispenser protects the taste of oil by 
preventing exposure to light, and is fitted with a small lip and tight-fitting lid that 
help control the flow of oil while drizzling. Hand-wash, only.
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Bakeware
 Mixing

art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
A1258016 6⅜”   2” ¾ 0.3 
A1258020 7⅞”  2⅝” 1½ 0.5 
A1258024 9⅝”  3⅛” 3 0.7 
A1258027 10¾”  3¼” 4 0.9 
A1258029 11⅝”  3½” 5 1.2 

Mixing Bowl, Stainless Steel
art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
A1258036 13¼”  4¼” 8 1.3 
A1258039 15¼”   4⅜” 13 1.7 
A1258045 17¾”  5” 16 2.2 
A1258048 18¾”  5⅝” 20 2.5

Mixing Bowl, Stainless Steel

Made of heavy-duty stainless steel, these bowls are staple items in any professional kitchen. The wide design features a flat base combined with a curve that allows chefs to 
fully incorporate ingredients, from the gentle folding required for sponge cakes to the thorough tossing of vegetables and dressing for salads, or simply for holding ingredients 
during prep. The bowls also offer a lip for added stability during use and can be nested for storage. Can be refrigerated or frozen. Dishwasher-safe.

N N

art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
47611-01 6½”  3¼” 1 0.24 
47611-03 8⅛”  4⅜” 2⅝ 0.41
47611-05 9⅝”  5¼” 4¾ 0.56 
47611-06 11⅝”  5¾” 6⅜ 0.70 
47611-09 13”  6½” 9½ 0.92 
47611-13 14¼”  7¼” 13¼ 1.13

Mixing Bowl, Polypropylene

These polypropylene mixing bowls provide additional safety in busy kitchens, as 
they will not dent or break if dropped, and will not react with acidic ingredients 
such as tomatoes, vinegars and citrus. The material is additionally microwave-safe 
and is excellent for melting chocolate. Do not use with temperatures in excess of 
300°F. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Length Lbs 
12917-25 10” 0.2 

Composite Triangular Spatula

The traditional shape of this kitchen spatula makes it ideal for a large variety 
of uses, from mixing to spreading. The spatula is also heat resistant and can 
handle temperatures up to 450° Fahrenheit. Composite handle with flexible  
silicone base.

art. Length Lbs 
12915-25 10” 0.2 
12915-26 11” 0.2 
12915-35 13¾” 0.3 
12915-45 17¾” 0.4 

Silicone Spatula, Composite Handle
art. Length Lbs 
12916-25 10” 0.2 
12916-33 13” 0.3 

Mixing Bowl Spatula

The innovative shape of these kitchen spatulas make them ideal for a large variety of uses, from mixing to stirring and scraping bowls and cookie sheets. They are also heat 
resistant and can handle temperatures up to 450° Fahrenheit. Composite handle with flexible silicone base.
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art. Length Lbs 
12928-25 10” 0.2 
12928-30 11⅞” 0.3 
12928-35 13¾” 0.3 
12928-40 15¾” 0.4 
12928-45 17¾” 0.6 
12928-50 19⅝” 0.7 
12928-55 21⅝” 0.9 
12928-60 23⅝” 1.1

Whisk 8 Wires, Stainless Steel
art. Length Lbs 
12929-25 10” 0.3 
12929-30 11⅞” 0.4 
12929-35 13¾” 0.5 
12929-40 15¾” 0.5 
12929-45 17¾” 0.6

Whisk 11 Wires, Stainless Steel

This whisk has an ergonomic, comfortable grip. Its angular handle is made of 
composite polymer. It is watertight, heat resistant up to 570° Fahrenheit and its 
top is lipped for easy resting. The wires are made of 18/10 stainless steel, resist  
extreme tension up to 175 Lbs and won’t twist under pressure. 

This whisk has an ergonomic, comfortable grip. Its angular handle is made of 
composite polymer. It is watertight, heat resistant up to 570° Fahrenheit and its 
top is lipped for easy resting. The wires are made of 18/10 stainless steel, resist  
extreme tension up to 175 Lbs and won’t twist under pressure. 

The design of this whisk is unique, yet purposeful. Unlike balloon whisks, the 
nearly-flat style allows chefs to reach into corners of pots and pans to ensure that 
ingredients, such as butter and flour, are fully incorporated, while the slightly 
upright slope allows for a comfortable grip while working. Excellent when 
making roux or when deglazing pans. The handle is made of thermoplastic that 
is heat-resistant to approximately 390°F and the wires are made of 2mm thick 
stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Length Lbs 
12927-35 13¾” 0.5 
12927-45 17¾” 0.7 

Balloon Whisk, Stainless Steel
art. Length Lbs 
A170079 10⅝” 0.2 

Flat Whisk, Stainless Steel

This whisk has an ergonomic, comfortable grip. Its angular handle is made of 
composite polymer. It is watertight, heat resistant up to 570° Fahrenheit and its 
top is lipped for easy resting. The wires are made of 18/10 stainless steel, resist  
extreme tension up to 175 Lbs and won’t twist under pressure. 

N

art. Dia Increment Range Lbs 
19702-00 2⅜” 2°F -20°+85°F 0.2

Stainless Steel Refrigerator/Freezer Thermometer
art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs
42581-01 3”  2” 3⅜Oz 0.2
42581-03 4”  2¾” 10⅛Oz 0.3
42581-05 4½”  4⅜” ½ 0.4
42581-10 5⅞”  5⅛” 1 0.6
42581-15 6⅛”  5⅞” 1½ 0.8
42581-20 6⅝”  7½” 2⅛ 1.2

Stackable Measuring Jug, Stainless Steel

Refrigerator/freezer thermometers are essential in any professional kitchen in 
order to maintain food at proper temperatures at all times. Made of stainless steel, 
this style can be displayed by hanging or standing on the flat base. Temperature 
range is from -20°F to 85°F.

This spouted measuring cup allows for quick measuring and dispensing  
liquid ingredients. 
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Fluted Tart Pan, non-stick, PFOA-free coating.

Fluted Tart Pan, non-stick, PFOA-free coating.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
47758-10 4”  ¾” 0.2
47758-12 4¾”  ¾” 0.2

Fluted Tart Pan Removable Bottom, Non-Stick
art. Dia Ht. Lbs
47712-20 7⅞”  1” 0.5
47712-24 9½”  1” 0.6
47712-28 11”  1” 0.8
47712-32 12½”  1” 1.0

Fluted Tart Pan Removable Bottom, Non-Stick

This innovative tart pan is perforated in order to allow air to circulate freely 
around dough, creating  perfectly browned, crispy crusts.  The non-stick finish 
releases baked dough effortlessly and can be easily be cleaned. Fixed bottom.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs 
A4982315 7⅞”  1” 0.4
A4982316 9⅜”  1” 0.6 
A4982317 11”  1” 0.7

Perforated Tart Pan, Non-Stick

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs Imprint
A299104 15¾”  23⅝” 1⅜” 4.2 33
A299204 12¾”  20⅞” 1⅜” 4.2 18

Heavy-Duty Muffin Pan, Non-Stick 

N

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A299107 15¾”  23⅝” 1⅜” 4.2

Heavy-Duty Oval Muffin Pan, Non-Stick (32)

N

These time-saving multi-mold baking sheets were created for busy pastry kitchens with a high volume production. They feature heavy-duty carbon steel construction with a 
durable non-stick finish, and offer excellent heat conductivity with the easy release of finished product. Not dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A299108 15¾”  23⅝” 1¼” 4.2

Heavy-Duty Madeleine Pan, Non-Stick (36)
art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A299109 15¾”  23⅝” 1⅜” 4.2

Heavy-Duty Mini Madeleine Pan, Non-Stick  (100)

NN
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art. Width Length Ht. Lb
A164710 7⅞” 15⅝” ¾” 0.9

Madeleine Pan, Tin

N

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
A1694020 8”  2” 0.4
A1694023 9”  2” 0.5
A1694025 10”  2” 0.6

Cake Pan, Anodized AluminumMuffin Pan, Anodized Aluminum
art. Width Length Ht. Oz Lb
A1694006 10⅝” 13¾” 1⅜” 2 0.9

N N

Made from heavy-duty anodized aluminum, these pans heat up quickly and 
evenly to deliver perfectly-baked muffins and cupcakes. Unlike heavy pans, the 
light material also cools down quickly and does not retain heat that causes cakes 
to continue baking, even after removing from the oven. Each cavity has a top 
diameter of 2⅜” and a base diameter of 2". Not dishwasher-safe.

Made from heavy-duty anodized aluminum, these pans heat up quickly and 
evenly to deliver perfectly-baked sponges. Unlike heavy pans, the light material 
also cools down quickly and does not retain heat that causes cakes to continue 
baking, even after removing from the oven. Not dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Ht. Lb
A4982117 7¾” 11⅜” ¼” 0.54 Overall 
 1½” 3”   Top 
 1” 2¾”   Bottom 

Financier Mold, Tin

art. Width Length Ht. Lb
A4982122 3¼” 5⅛” ¾” 0.18 Top 
 2⅝” 4⅜”   Bottom 

Mini Fluted Rectangular Tart Pan,Removable Bottom, Tin
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art. Width Length Ht. Lb
47064-18 3⅛” 7⅛” 2⅜” 0.3
47064-22 3½” 8⅝” 2⅝” 0.4
47064-26 4” 10¼” 3⅛” 0.5
47064-30 4⅜” 11⅞” 3⅝” 0.6

Loaf Pan, Aluminum
art. Dia Ht. Lbs
47068-12 4¾” 4” 0.3
47068-15 6⅞” 4¾” 0.5

Cassata Mold, Aluminum

Similar to an ice cream bombe, Cassata is a delicious Italian dessert that combines 
cake and layers of different flavors of gelato or ice cream. Simply line the mold 
with a thin vanilla sponge and layer with flavors such as the traditional chocolate, 
strawberry and vanilla. Finish with additional pieces of cake, cover with the 
lid and freeze. The dessert can easily be unmolded and served. Mold is not  
dishwasher-safe.

The hemisphere mold is ideal for baking and shaping doughs, caramelized sugar 
and chocolate. Made of aluminum.

Made of commercial-quality aluminum, this two-piece set includes a rectangular 
frame and a tray. Use the two parts together to bake cakes and bar cookies or 
to stack layered desserts, or, use the tray alone to display finished products. Not 
dishwasher-safe.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
47069-10 4” 1¾” 0.1
47069-12 4¾” 2¼” 0.1
47069-14 5½” 2⅝” 0.1
47069-16 6⅜” 3⅛” 0.2
47069-18 7⅛” 3½” 0.2
47069-20 7⅞” 3⅞” 0.2

Hemisphere Mold, Aluminum
art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A995880 7⅞”  22⅞”  2” 2.0
A995890 15¾”  22⅞”  2” 3.2

Baking Sheet and Frame, Aluminum

N

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
47546-18 7”  14” 2” 3.4
47546-30 11⅞”  15¾” 2” 3.8
47546-40 15¾”  23⅝” 2” 4.4

Frame Sheet Extender, Stainless Steel
art.    Lbs
47526-05   From 11⅞” x 11⅞” to 22½” x 22”  1.9

Adjustable Square Frame Extender, Stainless Steel

These heavy, stainless steel frames can be used in conjunction with baking sheets 
to raise the height of pastries. By themselves they can be used to bake and layer 
various desserts and dishes.
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art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
41751-30 9”  11⅞” 1⅛” 1.00
41751-35 9”  13¾” 1⅛” 1.10
41751-40 11⅞”  15¾” 1⅛” 1.95
41751-60 15¾”  23⅝” 1⅛” 3.80 
41751-65 17¾”  25½” 1⅛” 4.45

Sponge Cake Pan, Splayed Sides, Aluminized Steel

This stainless steel baking sheet can be used alone, or with grate #A4982329 
for glazing pastries or roasting meats. Features rolled-edge top that is reinforced 
with a thick copper wire.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A4982292 11⅞”  15¾” 1⅜” 2.3

Sponge Cake Pan, 90° Sides, Stainless Steel

This pan has flared sides and is typically used to make genoise and sponge 
cake, although it is also suited for baking pizza. Its relatively shallow depth 
keeps contents compact and moist, which allows quick heating and prevents 
overdrying. This cake pan is made of blue steel, enhancing browing. It also has 
rolled edges.

The relatively high, flared edges of the baking sheet are suited for baking and 
browning large, dense dough products. The sheet allows for full exposure to the 
heat of the oven. It is made of 1/16” thick, black steel.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
11742-16 6¼” 1⅜”  0.4 
11742-18 7⅛” 1⅜”  0.4  
11742-20 7⅞” 1⅜”  0.5  
11742-22 8⅝” 1⅜”  0.6  
11742-24 9½” 1⅜”  0.7  
11742-26 10¼” 1⅜”  0.8  
11742-32 12½” 1⅜”  1.1  
11742-36 14⅛” 1⅜”  1.3  
11742-40 15¾” 1⅜”  1.5  
11742-45 17¾” 1⅜”  1.6  
11742-50 19⅝” 1⅜”  1.8  

Baking Pan, Blue Steel
art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
41745-30 9”  11⅞” 1⅛” 1.30
41745-35 11”  13¾” 1⅛” 1.80
41745-40 11⅞”  15¾” 1⅛” 2.15
41745-50 13¾”  19⅝” 1⅛” 3.00
41745-60 15¾”  23⅝” 1⅛” 4.00
41745-65 17¾”  25½” 1⅛” 4.70

Baking Sheet, Blue Steel

Bun pans are a staple in any professional kitchen. The flared sides are high 
enough to bake a variety of dough and batter products, yet low enough to bake 
a large variety of meats and vegetables.  The pans have reinforced edges and are 
made of .9mm, 19-gauge aluminum.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A169433 9½”   13” 1” 1.2 
A169444 13”   18” 1” 1.8
A169462 18”   26” 1” 3.0

Bun Pan, Aluminum

An invaluable piece of equipment, the cooling grate with feet is necessary to 
cool down pastries evenly and quickly, and to maintain a crispy crust. The grid-
style wires also make this ideal for draining chocolates and for setting over sheet 
pans for glazing cakes and pastries. This version is equipped with sturdy handles,  
making it an ideal roasting rack for meats and vegetables. Made of stainless steel. 
Fits item #41751-40 and #A4982292.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A4982329 11⅛”  14¾” 2⅛” 0.8

Cooling Rack with Handles, Stainless Steel

N
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These pastry tips are made of seamless, 18/10 polished stainless 
steel. They have precise and strong edges for finer results and 

feature various types of openings for endless designs.
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art. Dia Ht. Lbs
47101-30 11⅞”  4” 2.3

Revolving Cake Display, Aluminum

This heavy-duty aluminum turntable is a staple in any pastry kitchen. The 
mechanism revolves smoothly for easy cake decorating.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs 
41414-30 11⅞”  3¾” 0.9 

Dome Cover for Stainless Steel Revolving Cake Stand

Designed to be used with cake stand #47101-31, this dome is made of a durable 
composite material called Luran. It can be used to cover cakes and pies, as well 
as sandwiches and tarts. Limited lifetime warranty.

This stainless steel, commercial-quality pastry tip dryer serves as a convenient and 
hygienic way to dry and store pastry tips. Made of heavy-duty wire, the rack can 
accommodate up to 28 large tips, and also includes a convenient lower shelf that 
can be used to hold several items, such as couplers or small spatulas. To clean, 
simply wipe with a damp cloth.

This commercial-quality rack is a must-have for any busy pastry kitchen. Made 
of heavy-duty stainless steel wires, the unit is resistant to corrosion and can 
be used to dry and store pastry bags and pastry tips. The rack conveniently 
accommodates up to four pastry bags, 14 large tips, 17 standard tips, and also 
features a lower shelf and five hooks for holding additional tools. To clean, simply 
wipe with a damp cloth.

art. Width Length Lbs
47113-03 19⅝” 19⅝” 2.9

Pastry Bag & Tip Dryer, Stainless Steel
art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
47108-00 5⅛” 19⅝” 9½” 2.1

Pastry Tip Dryer, Stainless Steel

This dredger is used to dust pastries and coffee beverages with powdered sugar, 
cocoa and cinnamon. Made of stainless steel, it dispenses evenly and efficiently.

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lb
A4702300 2⅝” 5” 16 0.3

Sugar Dredger, Stainless Steel
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lb Dredgers
47023-01 2¾” 3½” 11 0.4 fine holes
47023-02 2½” 4” 10 0.4 medium holes
47023-03 2½” 4” 10 0.4 large holes
47023-04 2½” 4” 10 0.4 mesh

Sugar Dredger, Stainless Steel
N

The sugar dredge proves itself to be irreplaceable when dusting pastries with 
powdered sugar, cocoa and cinnamon. It dispenses evenly and efficiently.

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs 
41607-00 2⅜” 3⅜” 5 0.4

Sugar & Cocoa Dredger, Stainless Steel
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art. Dia Ht. Lbs
47103-32 12½”  4” 1.3

Revolving Cake Display

This cake stand rotates for easy cake decorating. It is made of melamine and is 
heat resistant up to 300ºF. It is scratch resistant and acid-proof.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs 
47101-31 12⅛”  2¾” 1.0 

Revolving Stainless Steel Cake Stand

This stainless steel cake stand can be used to display desserts, and also rotates 
for easy cake decorating.

The ¾” elevated rack quickly cools cookies, pastries and breads.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs 
44431-46 12” 18⅛” 1” 1.5
44431-60 15¾” 23⅝” 1” 1.8

Cooling Rack, with Feet, Stainless Steel
art. Width Length Lbs 
44430-61 15¾” 23⅝” 2

Cooling Rack, Stainless Steel

art. Width Length GN Lbs 
44422-00 12¾” 20⅞” 1/1 1.4

Cooling Rack, Stainless Steel
art. Width Length GN Lbs 
44421-00 20⅞” 25½” 2/1 1.9

Cooling Rack, Stainless Steel

This stainless steel cooling rack is a necessity for any pastry chef for moving, 
cooling and storing pastries.

This stainless steel cooling rack is a necessity for any pastry chef for moving, 
cooling and storing pastries.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
47103-30 11⅞”  4¾” 1.2

Cake Display Dome Cover
art. Width Length Ht. Lbs 
A281021 10½” 12⅞” 1⅞” 4.2 
A281020 12⅞” 20⅞” 1⅞” 8.1

Cooling Plate, Stainless Steel

This heavy-duty cooling table is a must-have for any chocolatier. Made of stainless 
steel, the table is frozen and used to quickly cool tempered chocolate in order 
to shape it into decorative forms, such as nests and collars, or to create simple 
dots and swirls. Chocolate can be applied directly onto the frozen table with 
a piping bag or spatula, or used with acetate sheets. The table is also perfect 
for serving cold dishes in buffet settings. Freeze for a minimum of four hours 
before using. Working time at room temperature is approximately five hours. 
Not dishwasher-safe.

N
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An invaluable piece of equipment, the cooling grate with feet is necessary to cool 
down pastries evenly and quickly, and to maintain a crispy crust. The grid-style 
wires also make this ideal for draining chocolates and for setting over sheet pans 
for glazing cakes and pastries. Made of stainless steel.

art. Dia Lbs 
47098-18 7¼”  0.2
47098-22 8⅝”  0.2
47098-26 10¼”  0.3
47098-30 11⅞”  0.4

Round Cooling Rack, Chromed
art. Width Length Ht. Lb 
A4982146 8¾” 12⅛” 1” 0.43

Grate, Stainless Steel

This bottle has 13 tiny holes to evenly dispense simple syrup or liqueur onto 
sponge cakes and genoise.

art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs 
47679-10 3¼” 11¼” 1 0.3

Punch Bottle Squeeze Bottle
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
41526-05 2” 7” 6.8 0.06

Squeeze Bottle with Triple Nozzle
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
41520-08 2⅝” 3⅜” 8 0.1
41520-12 2⅝” 4⅝” 12 0.1
41520-16 2⅝” 6¼” 16 0.1
41520-24 2¾” 8⅝” 24 0.1

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
41526-01 1¼” 3⅜” 1.0 0.08
41526-02 1⅜” 3¾” 1.7 0.11

Squeeze Bottle, Set of 4

This set of mini squeeze bottles is excellent for storing and transporting sauces, 
oils and dressings. They are made of flexible polyethylene with a screwtop and 
attached cap that prevents leaks and won't get lost. The pointed tip allows 
contents to be dispensed in small droplets at a time. Set of 4. Dishwasher-safe.

N

Made of polyethylene, these handy squeeze bottles feature a triple-nozzle cap 
that dispenses sauces and dressings quickly and evenly. Each opening measures 
approximately 1/8in, allowing bits of finely minced herbs or thick mayonnaise to 
flow through without clogging. The wide-mouth design facilitates cleaning and 
refilling without the need of a funnel. Sold individually. Dishwasher-safe.
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These stainless steel containers are designed to go directly from production to  
display and serving. They have substantial depths and are made of stainless steel.

This lid is designed to cover stainless steel ice cream containers 41471-12,  
41471-15 and 41471-17. Made of plexiglas. Hand-wash.

art. Width Length Ht. Qts Lbs
41487-12 6⅜” 10¼” 4¾” 3⅝ 1.1
41487-15 6⅜” 10¼” 5⅞” 4⅜ 1.3
41487-17 6⅜” 10¼” 6¾” 4¾ 3.6

art. Width Length Lb
41471-00 6⅝” 14⅜” 0.45

Lid for Ice Cream Container, PlexiglasIce Cream Container, Stainless Steel

This corrosion-resistant aluminum ice cream scoop carves out round scoops. A heat-conductive liquid in the handle draws on the warmth of the hand.
It comes in two different sizes and two different finishes. 

art. Dia Capacity Lbs 
41468-20 2⅛” 1/20 per liter 0.3 
41468-24 2” 1/24 per liter 0.3 

Ice Cream Dipper, Aluminum
art. Dia Capacity Lbs 
41469-20 2⅛” 1/20 per liter 0.3 
41469-24 2” 1/24 per liter 0.3 

Ice Cream Dipper, Non-Stick

art. Dia Length Capacity Lbs
41488-45 1¾” 8½” 1/40 per liter 0.2
41488-47 1⅞” 8½” 1/36 per liter 0.2
41488-50 2” 8½” 1/30 per liter 0.2
41488-53 2⅛” 8½” 1/24 per liter 0.2

Ice Cream Scoop, Plastic

N

This spring-loaded scoop has a variety of uses. Not only for pre-measured food 
portions, the bowl delivers consistent balls of cookie dough, or exact quantities 
of batter for identically-sized cupcakes and muffins. The ambidextrous design is 
made of a combination of nylon and fiberglass with a slightly-textured finish that 
helps minimize slipping while working. Dishwasher-safe. A gentle squeeze of the hand triggers the spring-loaded cogwheel which in turn 

activates the wire scraper inside the scoop. When released, the scraper extracts 
the ball of ice cream, gelato or cookie dough. It is made of stainless steel.

art. Dia Capacity Lbs 
41473-31 1⅛” 1/100 per liter 0.2 
41473-39 1½” 1/65 per liter 0.3
41473-44 1⅝” 1/50 per liter 0.4 
41473-50 2” 1/24 per liter 0.3
41473-56 2⅛” 1/20 per liter 0.6 
41473-62 2⅜” 1/14 per liter 0.4
41473-66 2½” 1/12 per liter 0.5

Ice Cream Scoop, Stainless Steel
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art. Length Capacity Lbs 
41474-00 2⅜” 1/30 per liter 0.1 

Oval Ice Cream Scoop, Stainless Steel

This color-coded wide spatula is ideal for serving, preparing and mixing frozen 
yogurts, soft Italian ice creams and sorbets. 

art. Length Lbs 
41475-00 m 10” 0.2 
41475-01 l 10” 0.2 
41475-03 l 10” 0.2
41475-04 l 10” 0.2 
41475-05 l 10” 0.2

Gelato Spade, Stainless Steel

This oval scoop was designed to simulate a quenelle, which is traditionally formed 
with two spoons. Made of 100% stainless steel, it features an ambidextrous 
design with a spring-loaded mechanism which quickly releases food with a 
gentle squeeze of the hand.  The capacity is 1/30 per liter. Dishwasher-safe. 

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
41472-04 6½” 5½” 0.7

Ice Cream Cone Holder, Stainless Steel
art. Width Length Ht. Dia Lbs
41472-01 3¾” 7⅞” 3⅜” 1” 1

Ice Cream Cone Holder, Stainless Steel

These ice cream cone holders will prove themselves indispensable with preparing 
multiple ice creams to be served at once. They are made of stainless steel. 

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A4982024 4¾” 9½” 2” 0.5 

Ice Sphere Mold, Silicone

N

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A4982012 4¾” 4¾” 1½” 0.3 

Ice Gem Mold, Silicone

N

These silicone trays mold ice cubes that are functional and also give an interesting look to classic drinks and new concoctions. Available in gems or spheres, the shapes melt at 
a slower speed than traditional cubes and won't dilute beverages as quickly. The set includes a sturdy base, a perforated cover and small, plastic funnel that allows the mold to 
be filled to maximum capacity. Item A4982012 makes four gems that measure L 2"xW 2"xH 1½”, and item A4982024 makes eight spheres that measure 1¾”. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
41515-05 3⅛” 4¼” 1⅝” 0.2

Ice Skull Mold, Silicone

N Made of flexible silicone, this set molds 3D ice skulls that are perfect for cocktails 
and non-alcoholic beverages, alike. The shapes melt at a slower speed than 
traditional cubes and won’t dilute beverages as quickly, and can also be used 
to make colored and flavored ice creations. The set includes a sturdy base and a 
perforated cover that allows the mold to be filled to maximum capacity. Makes 
four skulls that measure L 1⅞” x W 1⅛” x H 1¼”. Dishwasher-safe.
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This versatile glass bottle is a piece of basic equipment that is must-have in any 
classic bar. When used in combination with the Cork Drip Dispenser, this time-saver 
will dispense just a few drops of liquid in a single tilt. Cork Drip Dispenser available  
separately as item 41681-99.

This versatile glass bottle is a piece of basic equipment that is must-have 
in any classic bar. When used in combination with the Cork Drip Dispenser, 
this time-saver will dispense just a few drops of liquid in a single tilt. Cork drip  
dispenser included. 

art. Dia  Ht. oz Lbs 
41681-03 3⅝” 6” 10.1 0.66  

Glass Dash Bottle, Round, with Pourer
art. Width  Length Ht. oz Lbs 
41681-02  2” 2¼” 6⅛” 6.8 0.77 

Glass Dash Bottle, Tall, without Pourer

This versatile glass bottle is a piece of basic equipment that is must-have in any 
classic bar. When used in combination with the Cork Drip Dispenser, this time-saver 
will dispense just a few drops of liquid in a single tilt. Cork Drip Dispenser available  
separately as item 41681-99.

art. Width  Length  Ht. oz Lbs 
41681-01 2¼” 2¼” 4” 3.3 0.65 

Glass Dash Bottle, Square, without Pourer
art. Dia Lbs
41511-00 2” 0.2 

Wine Drop Catcher, Chromed

This extremely convenient ring sits on the neck of a wine bottle, discreetly 
catching the last drop after serving.

art. Width  Length  Ht. oz Lbs 
41681-04 2⅜” 2⅜” 4” 3.3 0.6 

Glass Dash Bottle without Pourer

art.
41681-99

Cork Drip Dispenser

Length Lb
2¼” 0.01
Dispenser for glass dash bottle 
41681-01, 41681-03 and 
41681-04, or replacement for 
glass dash bottle 41681-02.

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
41681-06 3⅛” 3¼” 5 0.4

Glass Dash Bottle, Round, with Pourer

N
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art. Width Length Lbs
41500-00 3” 5¾” 0.4
41500-AA Set of two spare rubber stoppers 

Vacuum Pump, Stainless Steel 
art. Dia Lbs
41499-08 3⅜” 0.2 

Wine Taster, Stainless Steel

The pump is designed to pull the air out of an open bottle of wine. It comes with 
a plastic and stainless steel pump and two specially designed rubber stoppers.

This traditional sommelier cup is made of stainless steel.

All over Europe, in busy bars and brasseries, cocktails are rapidly made and served with these portioned dispensers. By pressing the glass upward against the star shaped end of 
the bottle pourer, a preset capacity flows while the next falls in place. Portion control is not compromised by the necessity of speed. A staple for decades, this system is known 
for its efficiency and smooth running. The bottle pourers are not included.

art. Bottles Length Lbs
44056-04 4  16⅛” 2 
44056-06 6  26⅜” 4 

Bottle Rack, Aluminum
art. Bottles Dia Ht. Lbs 
44057-04 4  10” 27½” 4
44057-06 6  10” 27½” 4

Revolving Bottle Rack, Chromed Steel

N

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
41681-10 2½” 2⅞” 3.4 0.4 

Vintage-Style Atomizer
art. Oz Lbs 
41680-03 1 0.2 
41680-06 2 0.4 
41680-12 4 0.8 

Skull Dash Bottle with Dropper

N

Perfect for theme parties or tiki bars, this skull-shaped dash bottle is equipped 
with a handy eyedropper that dispenses just the right amount of bitters with a 
simple squeeze of the rubber bulb. Made of painted glass. Not dishwasher-safe.

Finishing a cocktail with a mist is a perfect way to add an additional aroma 
without diluting a drink. The fine spray is evenly dispersed, thanks to a vintage-
style atomizer, to deliver an additional layer of flavor for a refined finishing touch. 
Handwash the glass bottle. To clean the atomizer, wipe with a damp cloth.
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art. Dia Length Gal Lbs 
A5401244 5½” 6⅞” 1.0 2.8 

Ceramic Tequila Barrel with Stand

This colorful tequila barrel is ideal for professional or home bars. Made of clay, it is equipped with a functioning spigot that dispenses liquid evenly and smoothly without the risk 
of splashing or overpouring. The barrel can easily be filled through a generously-sized opening that is covered with a cork bung, and also includes a wooden stand to hold it in 
place. Each piece is hand-painted, ensuring that no two barrels are the same. Colors vary, lead-safe. Handwash only.

Paderno offers a wide selection of bar equipment designed to combine easy use with efficiency and style. The line includes a wide selection of tools, shakers, drinkware and more, 
available in plain stainless steel or stainless steel with trendy PVD finishes that add style to any drink. PVD-finished items are not dishwasher-safe.

This classic Parisian-style bar shaker is made up of a base and top that fit together smoothly and easily. Made of stainless steel, the elegant shaker functions like a standard 
metal cup and glass duo. Does not include a strainer. Not dishwasher-safe.

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs Color
41461C07 3½” 9” 23.7 1.0 Copper
41461G07 3½” 9” 23.7 1.0 Gold

Parisian Shaker, Stainless Steel

N

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs Color
41461-07 3½” 9” 23.7 1.0 Stainless Steel
41461B07 3½” 9” 23.7 1.0 Black

Parisian Shaker, Stainless Steel

N

These unique barrels can be used to store or dispense a variety of liquids, from 
wine to spirits, or from vinegar to olive oil. Simply remove the top plug and pour 
in desired liquid with a funnel. Made from oak, they include a stand, spigot  
and bung.

art. Width Length Ht. Lt. Qts Lbs
A4982268 6” 6” 6” 1 1.05 2.2
A4982269 7¼” 7” 7” 2 2.11 3.1
A4982270 8” 8” 8” 3 3.17 4.0
A4982271 9” 9” 9” 5 5.28 5.7
A4982272 10½” 11¼” 11¼” 10 10.50 9.1

Oak Barrel with Spigot and Stand
art. Dia Length Lbs 
44111-02 1” 4” 0.1 

Bottle Pourer with Hinge, Set of 2
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art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs 
41463A05 3⅜” 3⅞” 16.9 0.4

Moscow Mule Mug, Stainless Steel Antique

N

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs Color
41463-02 3⅜” 3⅞” 16.9 0.4 Stainless Steel/Copper
41463B05 3⅜” 3⅞” 16.9 0.4 Stainless Steel/Black 
41463G05 3⅜” 3⅞” 16.9 0.4 Stainless Steel/Gold

Moscow Mule Mug, Stainless Steel

N

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs Color 
41497-05 3⅜” 4⅛” 12.8 0.3 Stainless Steel
41497B05 3⅜” 4⅛” 12.8 0.3 Black
41497C05 3⅜” 4⅛” 12.8 0.3 Copper
41497G05 3⅜” 4⅛” 12.8 0.3 Gold

Mint Julep Cup with Base, Stainless Steel

N

art. ml. Lbs Color 
41609-36 30-60 0.2 Stainless Steel
41609B36 30-60 0.2 Black
41609C36 30-60 0.2 Copper
41609G36 30-60 0.2 Gold

Bar Jigger, Stainless Steel

N

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs 
41470A03 3⅜” 4¾” 12 0.3 

Mint Julep Cup, Antique
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs 
41470C03 3⅜” 4¾” 12 0.3 

Mint Julep Cup, Copper

NN

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs 
41470A00 1⅞” 2⅛” 2 0.4

Mini Julep Cups, Antique, Set of 4
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs 
41470C00 1⅞” 2⅛” 2 0.4

Mini Julep Cups, Copper, Set of 4

NN

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs 
41463A00 1⅞” 1⅞” 2 0.4

Mini Moscow Mule Mugs, Antique, Set of 4
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs 
41463C00 1⅞” 1⅞” 2 0.4

Mini Moscow Mule Mugs, Copper, Set of 4

NN
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art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs Color
41493B00 2” 10” 9 0.3 Black
41493C00 2” 10” 9 0.3 Copper
41493G00 2” 10” 9 0.3 Gold

Champagne Flute, Stainless Steel
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs Color
41494B00 4¾” 6½” 6.75 0.3 Black
41494C00 4¾” 6½” 6.75 0.3 Copper
41494G00 4¾” 6½” 6.75 0.3 Gold 

Martini Glass, Stainless Steel

NN

art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs 
41463A30 6⅛” 6⅞” 3.1 1.3
41463A50 7” 7⅞” 5.3 1.9

Moscow Mule Mug, Antique
art. Dia Ht. Qts Lbs 
41463C30 6⅛” 6⅞” 3.1 1.3
41463C50 7” 7⅞” 5.3 1.9

Moscow Mule Mug, Copper

NN

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs Color
44944C07 4” 5¾” 24 0.5 Copper
44944G07 4” 5¾” 24 0.5 Gold

Pumpkin Mug, Stainless Steel
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs Color
44945C05 3¾” 8” 17 0.7 Copper
44945G05 3¾” 8” 17 0.7 Gold

Pineapple Cup with Straw, Stainless Steel

NN

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs Color
41498B00 4⅛” 5½” 7.4 0.3 Black
41498C00 4⅛” 5½” 7.4 0.3 Copper
41498G00 4⅛” 5½” 7.4 0.3 Gold

Margarita Glass, Stainless Steel

N

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs Color
41513B20 6” 5½” 67.6 0.8 Black
41513C20 6” 5½” 67.6 0.8 Copper
41513G20 6” 5½” 67.6 0.8 Gold

Ice Bucket, Stainless Steel

N
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art. Dia Length Lbs Color
41490-00 ¼” 8½” 0.3 Stainless Steel
41490B00 ¼” 8½” 0.3 Black
41490C00 ¼” 8½” 0.3 Copper
41490G00 ¼” 8½” 0.3 Gold

Straws, Stainless Steel, Set of 12
art. Dia Length Lbs Color
41490-01 ¼” 8½” 0.3 Stainless Steel
41490B01 ¼” 8½” 0.3 Black
41490C01 ¼” 8½” 0.3 Copper
41490G01 ¼” 8½” 0.3 Gold

Straws, Curved, Stainless Steel, Set of 12

NN

art. Length Lbs Color
41491C01 7½” 0.2 Copper
41491G01 7½” 0.2 Gold

Skull Drink Stirrers, Stainless Steel, Set of 4
art. Length Lbs Color
41491C02 8” 0.2 Copper
41491G02 8” 0.2 Gold

Pineapple Drink Stirrers, Stainless Steel, Set of 4

NN

The long stainless steel cocktail spoon/fork provides dual-function usability by 
providing a spoon on one end and a three-pronged fork on the other. The 
spoon allows for the stirring of beverages, while the forked end allows for the 
easy removal of olives and other garnishes from jars.

art. Length Lbs Color
41518B12 6½” 0.1 Black 
41518C12 6½” 0.1 Copper 
41518G12 6½” 0.1 Gold 

Ice Tong, Stainless Steel

N

art. Length Lbs 
41605-03 15¾” 0.1 

Bar Spoon/Fork, Stainless Steel

N

art. Length Lbs Color
41600-00 6¼” 0.1 Stainless Steel 
41600C00 6¼” 0.1 Copper 
41600G00 6¼” 0.1 Gold 

Absinthe Spoon, Stainless Steel

N

These decorative spoons are essential in the preparation of absinthe. The long, 
flat tool is rested over the rim of the glass with a sugar cube placed on top as 
iced water is gently dripped from above in order to dissolve the cube. The liquid 
flows through the openings in the spoon into the absinthe below, sweetening 
the liquor. Handwash only.
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art. Dia Length Lbs
41495-08 ¼” 8½” 0.35 
41495-10 ⅜” 8½” 0.40 

Glass Straws, Set of 6 with Brushes

N

Reusable glass straws are an excellent way of adding an interesting touch to 
beverages, while simultaneously reducing waste. The set of six includes three 
straight and three curved straws that are perfect for soft drinks and cocktails, 
alike, plus two 8" brushes for cleaning. Glass thickness is approximately 1/16".

art. Dia Length Lbs
48311-20 ¼” 8” 0.7

Straws, Bamboo, Pack of 150

N

These eco-friendly bamboo straws make an excellent alternative to plastic. They're 
made from natural material with no dyes and, unlike their paper counterparts, 
they can be washed and reused multiple times. Perfect for any kind of beverage.

art. Dia Length Lbs
48312-25 ⅜” 10” 0.5

Straws, Bamboo, Pack of 110

N

art. Dia Length Lbs
48311-25 ¼” 10” 0.7

Straws, Bamboo, Pack of 150

N

These eco-friendly bamboo straws make an excellent alternative to plastic. They're 
made from natural material with no dyes and, unlike their paper counterparts, 
they can be washed and reused multiple times. Perfect for any kind of beverage.

These eco-friendly bamboo straws make an excellent alternative to plastic. They're 
made from natural material with no dyes and, unlike their paper counterparts, 
they can be washed and reused multiple times. Perfect for any kind of beverage.

art. Dia Length Lbs
41503-21 1¼” 8” 0.22  

Muddler, Stainless Steel

N

This sleek muddler is used to crush or bruise a variety of herbs and fruit, such as 
mint and limes, for popular cocktails like mojitos, juleps and sangria. The plastic 
head features several rows of short teeth that help crush ingredients in order to 
extract their flavors, while the handle offers a rounded top for a comfortable grip. 
Made of stainless steel.

This Brazilian muddler is used to crush or bruise a variety of herbs, such as mint 
or basil, for use in popular beverages like mojitos, juleps, and sangria. Place the 
herb in the bottom of a glass, add a small amount of syrup or liquor, and use the 
tapered end with short wooden teeth to crush the herbs and release their flavor.

art. Dia Length Lb 
A4982334 1⅛” 8¾” 0.2 

Cocktail Muddler, Wood

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
41515-05 3⅛” 4¼” 1⅝” 0.2

Ice Skull Mold, Silicone

N

art. Oz Lbs
41503-00 3.3 0.3

Ice Scoop, Stainless Steel

N

Ideal for any bar setting, this perforated ice scoop drains excess liquid that would 
otherwise dilute beverages. Holds approximately 3.3ozs per scoop. Made of 
stainless steel.

Made of flexible silicone, this set molds 3D ice skulls that are perfect for cocktails 
and non-alcoholic beverages, alike. The shapes melt at a slower speed than 
traditional cubes and won’t dilute beverages as quickly, and can also be used 
to make colored and flavored ice creations. The set includes a sturdy base and a 
perforated cover that allows the mold to be filled to maximum capacity. Makes 
four skulls that measure L 1⅞” x W 1⅛” x H 1¼”. Dishwasher-safe.
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The Magic Spoon whisk is an old, kitchen favorite as it can accomplish many 
tasks. The combination of coils and the angled head will emulsify dressings, beat 
eggs or mix cocktails. Made of stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Lbs
41595-20 1½” 7⅞” 0.06 

Magic Spoon Whisk, Stainless Steel
art. Length Lbs
48278-15 9½” 0.8 

Cocktail Strainer, Stainless Steel

The rolled springs around the edge of the strainer keep ice off the pour, while  
allowing the passage of liquid and limited amounts of fruit pulp.

Mold makes three 2¼” ice spheres at once. Spheres melt at a slower speed than 
traditional cubes, making them ideal for cocktails as they won’t dilute the alcohol 
as quickly. Mold can also be used to create colored ice and flavored creations 
like iced coffee spheres. To use, simply fill the bottom wells with water, snap the 
upper lid on top, and continue to fill through the holes on the top of each sphere. 
Freeze for 12 hours. Approximate liquid capacity is 3.4 ounces per sphere.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
41515-03 3¼”  9⅜” 2½” 0.3

Ice Sphere Mold, Polypropylene

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A4982024 4¾” 9½” 2” 0.5 

Ice Sphere Mold, Silicone

N

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A4982012 4¾” 4¾” 1½” 0.3 

Ice Gem Mold, Silicone

N

These silicone trays mold ice cubes that are functional and also give an interesting look to classic drinks and new concoctions. Available in gems or spheres, the shapes melt at 
a slower speed than traditional cubes and won't dilute beverages as quickly. The set includes a sturdy base, a perforated cover and small, plastic funnel that allows the mold to 
be filled to maximum capacity. Item A4982012 makes four gems that measure L 2"xW 2"xH1½”, and item A4982024 makes eight spheres that measure 1¾”. Dishwasher-safe.
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art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
41609-75 2⅛” 2⅝ 2.5 0.1

Multi-Measure Jigger, Stainless Steel

N

art. ml. Lbs Color 
A4160408 30-50 0.2 Stainless Steel
A4160409 30-50 0.2 Copper

Thimble Jigger, Stainless Steel

N

A must-have in any bar, this cylindrical double jigger pours accurate measures 
that cut-down on wasteful overpouring, and makes consistent-quality beverages. 
Copper is not dishwasher-safe. Measures are 30/50ml, 1/1 2/3oz.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A4160315 3” 5⅞” ¾” 0.1 

Cocktail Strainer, Antique Finish
art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
A4160316 3” 6⅜” ½” 0.1 

Julep Strainer, Antique Finish

N N

Now available in an elegant antique look, this cocktail strainer is used to remove 
ice from drinks as they are poured into a glass. Made of stainless steel with a PVD 
finish. Not dishwasher-safe.

This spoon-shaped strainer is normally used with just a mixing glass when 
pouring drinks. Depending on the bartender's preference, the domed strainer 
can be used curved side up or down, and holds large chunks while still allowing 
small bits to flow through. Not dishwasher-safe.

N

art. Length Lbs 
A4160428 11” 0.1 

Bar Spoon, Antique Finish

This elegant, dual-sided cocktail spoon is a must-have for bars. The spoon-end 
can be used to stir beverages and scoop garnishes from large jars, while the flat-
end can be used to gently muddle herbs and fruits. The twists in the center aid to 
gently stir beverages without damaging fragile ingredients. Not dishwasher-safe.

This elegant, dual-sided cocktail spoon is a must-have for bars. The spoon-end 
can be used to stir beverages and scoop garnishes from large jars, while the flat-
end can be used to gently muddle herbs and fruits. The twists in the center aid to 
gently stir beverages without damaging fragile ingredients. Not dishwasher-safe.

art. Width Length Lbs
41605-01 1¼” 10⅝” 0.17 

Bar Spoon/Muddler

This aerial digestif warmer is designed to warm brandy and cognac, which reveal 
their true aromas when brought to an appropriate temperature. Made of thick 
stainless steel wire, the holder sets a rounded glass over a small flame at just the 
right angle that provides the necessary heat. The holder includes a stainless steel 
burner with a wick that can be lit with a small amount of standard lamp oil. Glass 
is not included.

art. Ht. Lbs 
41678-14 5¾” 0.5 

Brandy Warmer, Palladium
art. Width Length Lbs
41603-07 3” 7⅛” 0.2

Julep Strainer, Stainless Steel

This spoon-shaped strainer is normally used with just a mixing glass when 
pouring drinks. Depending on the bartender's preference, the domed strainer 
can be used curved side up or down, and holds large chunks while still allowing 
small bits to flow through. Made of stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.
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art. Oz Lbs Color
41481-02 16 0.7 Blue
41481-03 16 0.7 Red

Cocktail Shaker, SAN Plastic
art. Oz Lbs
41483-04 14¼ 0.6
41483-06 22⅜ 0.8

Cocktail Shaker, Acrylic

art. Dia Ht. Ltr Lbs
41513-13 5½” 7½” 1.3 1.5 

Ice Bucket with Tong, Stainless Steel

N

This insulated ice bucket set is ideal for private rooms or small gatherings. Made 
of stainless steel, it includes a cover and convenient serving tongs.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
41501-20 7⅞” 8¼” 0.9  

Wine Bucket, Aluminum

art. Dia Ht. Lbs
41508C12 4¾” 7⅞” 1.7

Bottle Cooler, Stainless Steel and Copper
art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs
41514-10 4½” 7½” 32 1.7

Mixing Glass with Lip

This insulated wine bottle cooler is made of hammered stainless steel and plated 
with copper for an elegant look. The double-wall design will keep bottles cool 
without leaving droplets of moisture behind, as often happens with most wine 
buckets. Fits most standard 750mL bottles. Not dishwasher-safe.

This unique glass provides an excellent alternative to preparing cocktails in a 
traditional shaker. Ingredients can be added and stirred gently, making this ideal 
for drinks requiring carbonated liquids or for those with vivid colors. The tapered 
design is easy to grip and features a weighted base to prevent the glass from 
tipping, plus a spout for mess-free pouring. Dishwasher-safe.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

Acceptance
Orders are subject to acceptance by PADERNO WORLD CUISINE.

Price Changes
All prices are subject to change without notice.

Shipment
All equipment shipped F.O.B. factory. All weights shown are  
approximate only.

Damaged Merchandise
Inspect merchandise immediately upon receipt and notify carrier 
if merchandise is damaged. All claims must be filed with carrier.

Cancellation
Special or custom orders cancelled within one week of scheduled 
shipment are subject to a cancellation charge of 50%.

Terms
Net 30 days upon credit approval and within credit limit.

Minimum Order Policy
The minimum order amount is $50 list price. A $10 handling 
charge will apply to all orders less than $100 list price.

Return Policy
PADERNO WORLD CUISINE will consider the return of equipment 
under the following terms and conditions:
• Must be pre-approved by customer service department in  
writing.
• RMA number must be assigned, then noted on the shipping label 
and bill of lading. This is extremely important.
• All items must be new and unused, preferably in the original  
packaging, with the freight prepaid.
• All items must be returned within 45 days of the original shipment 
date.
• All items must be of current design.
If a return is approved, the following charges will apply.
• A restocking charge of 25% on all products.
• Applicable freight charges.
• Freight damages (if any).
• Refurbishing to new for resale, including testing and re-packaging.

PADERNO WORLD CUISINE reserves the right to refuse return
of any piece of equipment.

Limited Warranty

Your new PADERNO WORLD CUISINE product is warranted to 
the original purchaser for a period of one year from the date of  
purchase.
This limited warranty is against defects from original factory  
imperfections in material and/or workmanship and includes labor 
for replacement of defective parts. Repairs are performed by an  
authorized service agency. Our obligation under this warranty 
is limited to repairing or replacing any part or parts thereof. 
The CUSTOMER must inform the Service Agency of warranty  
coverage and provide a copy of the dated sales or delivery  
receipt BEFORE WARRANTY REPAIRS BEGIN.

Replacement parts and accessories are warranted for ninety (90) 
days from the date of purchase when purchased separately and 
will be verified by dated sales receipt or packing slip. All parts or 
accessories replaced under warranty must be returned to the Ser-
vice Agency.

This warranty applies only to equipment under normal use and  
service in the U.S.A. and Canada. It does not apply to any item 
which has been repaired or altered in any way so as, in the  
judgement of PADERNO WORLD CUISINE to affect its reliability.

The Following Are Not Covered
Under Warranty

1. Damage caused by abuse, misuse, dropping or other similar  
incidental damage caused by or as a result of customer failure to  
follow assembly, operating, cleaning, user maintenance or storage 
instructions.

2. Labor to replace inoperative parts such as bulbs, plugs or racks 
due to normal use or abuse.

3. Materials or labor to repair scratched, stained, chipped, pitted, 
dented or discolored surfaces, attachments or accessories.

4. Transportation charges to or from a service agency for repair of 
your machine. If you should have questions relating to this issue, 
please call PADERNO WORLD CUISINE at (201) 804-8000.

5. Labor charges to install or test attachments or accessories, which 
are replaced for any reason.

6. SHIPPING DAMAGES. Visible and hidden damages are the  
responsibility of the freight carrier. The consignee must file the 
claim promptly against the carrier. KEEP ALL ORIGINAL CONTAIN-
ERS AND PACKING MATERIALS FOR CARRIER INSPECTION.

7. Products placed or stored in the equipment are not subject to 
this warranty and no responsibility is assumed thereof.

This warranty is given expressly and in lieu of all other warranties,  
expressed or implied, for merchantability and for fitness toward a  
particular purpose and constitutes the only warranty made  
byPADERNO WORLD CUISINE It neither assumes, nor authorizes 
any person to assume for us, any other liability in connection with  
thesale of the subject equipment.

Rosenthal Sambonet USA, DBA Paderno World Cuisine
685 State Route 10

Randolph, NJ 07869 U.S.A.
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